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ABSTRACT 

In my dissertation I study the Dirichlet Laplacian in an 

unbounded Euclidean domain of dimension n, Rn
, and in an 

unbounded domain in a hyperbolic space of dimension 2, H2. 

The basic problem is to obtain estimates from below for 

the spectrum of the Laplacian, a(~). In the case of an 

Euclidean domain the spectrum is non-negative, that is the 

lower bound of the spectrum, All satisfies AI~O; for a 

hyperbolic domain AI~~. I establish geometric conditions 

under which AI>O for an Euclidean domain and 

hyperbolic domain. 

Polya established that a relevant geometric 

characterization that gives a lower bound for a(~) is a 

maximal radius for a ball inscribed in the domain. On the 

other hand, it is known that a non-trivial lower bound for 

a(~) cannot be proved using only the assumption that radii of 

all balls contained in Q are bounded from above. Rauch's 

estimates of Al for a domain of crushed ice gives a 

counterexample. Hayman obtained a lower bound for a(~) in a 

bounded domain in Rn in terms of the maximal radius of an 

inscribed ball. To prove this estimate he made certain 

geometric assumptions about the domain. 

In my dissertation I introduce a different condition, 

namely the uniform exterior cone condition. This means that 
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there exists a solid cone of fixed shape such that for any 

point on the boundary, if this boundary point is the cone's 

vertex and the outward normal of the domain's differentiable 

boundary is its axis then this cone remains outside the 

domain. 

In my dissertation I prove the following 

Theorem: If an unbounded domain Q in R" or Q' in H2 

has a differentiable boundary, contains an inscribed ball of 

maximal radius, and satisfies the uniform exterior cone 

condition then the spectrum of the Dirichlet Laplacian 

operating on L2 functions defined on these domains is bounded 

from below by a positive number a in the case of an Euclidean 
1 

domain, and it is bounded from below by a number a' > - in the 
4 

case of a hyperbolic domain. 

The proof of this theorem uses variational techniques 

and more or less follows the ideas of Hayman. I use a 

cocompact discrete subgroup of SL(2,R) to construct a cover of 

H2 in the hyperbolic case. 



I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

§1 Introduction 

Let 0 be a closed unbounded domain in Rn or in 

hyperbolic 2-space, H2. Let !J.. D be the Dirichlet Laplacian 

11 

(Laplacian with the Dirichlet boundary conditions) defined on 

L2(Q) functions. The Dirichlet Laplacian is given by the 

differential expression, !J.. D =- i(\ a: 2'; on R n
, and is given 

i-I (at) 

• 2 a2 a2 

by the differential expressl.on, !J.. D =-Y (-2 + -2) on the upper 
ax ~ 

half space model of H2. In this dissertation we find the 

sufficient conditions on 0 for the spectrum of: 

(i) !J.. D to be strictly positive on the Hilbert space L2(Q) 

when QC Rn
, and 

(ii) (!J.. D -~) to be strictly positive on L2(Q) when Q C H2. 

The second term in (ii) comes from the fact that on 

hyperbolic 2-space, H2, the lower bound of the spectrum of 

!J.. D in L2(H2) is equal to (1/4) [DM]. This positive lower 

bound comes about because of the form of the Riemannian 

measure on hyperbolic space. So in (ii) we are finding 

sufficient conditions on Q C H2 so that !J.. D operating on 

L2(Q)CL2(H2) is strictly greater than (1/4). 

The Dirichlet Laplacian is self-adjoint in L2(Q), 

therefore its spectrum is real. Let AI denote the lower bound 

of its spectrum. On bounded domains, Of, in R2 polya 
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demonstrated that A1>O for AD' and that Al depends explicitly 

on the upper bound of the radii of balls contained in Q' 

[PS]. 

On unbounded, simply connected domains in R2 that also 

satisfy the property that an upper bound for the radii of 

balls contained in the domain exists, a method of Hayman may 

be applied to show that A1>O [H]. 

However for non-simply connected, bounded domains in Rn 

Rauch and Taylor showed that if the diameter of each piece 

excised from this type of domain is small enough then these 

small excised regions have no effect on the first eigenvalue 

[RT]. Therefore the existence of an upper bound on the radii 

of balls contained in a non-simply connected, unbounded 

domain in Rn is not enough to ensure that A1>O for the 

Dirichlet Laplacian. 

If aQ is smooth (we actually only need C1(oQ» then each 

point of aQ may be assigned a non-zero outward normal vector. 

If a solid cone of fixed size and shape is placed in Rn with 

its vertex is on any point on the boundary of Q so that its 

axis is aligned with the outward normal to aQ and each such 

cone is contained in the compliment of Q then Q is said to 

satisfy a uniform exterior cone condition. 

In this dissertation we prove that: 

Theorem: If an unbounded, non-simply connected domain, 

Q, in Rn or in H2 has a smooth boundary, and there is an 
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upper bound on the radii of balls contained in 0, and 0 

satisfies a uniform exterior cone condition, then on Q C Rn we 
2 1 have A1 > 0, and on Q C H we have A1 > '4 • 

To prove this we use classical techniques of spectral 

geometry, that is, the Rayleigh quotient plays a central role 

in the proof. 

The Riemannian measure, Laplacian, gradient, and metric 

are all defined on H2 in section §9. The discussion in the 

rest of this section applies equally to R n as it applies to 

hyperbolic 2-space, H2. 

The Dirichlet Laplacian is an unbounded elliptic 

operator. If it operates on an appropriate subspace of L2(Q) 

it is self-adjoint. The space L2(Q) is a Hilbert space and the 
inner product on L2(Q) is given by (u, v) = fuvdVol • 

g 

Sobolev spaces, denoted HP(Q), naturally arise in 

spectral theory of elliptic differential operators in L 2(Q). 

Sobolev spaces of distributions defined on 0 are contained in 

the space e(Q) for p > o. The superscript, p, indicates the 

smoothness of the functions in the space with respect to weak 

differentiation or differentiation in the sense of 

distributions. That is v EH1(Q) implies 

( 1) flVVl2 dVol + JI vl2 dVol < <Xl • 

n g 

The expression (1) is the usual norm on H1(Q). It turns out 

that Sobolev spaces are the closures of the natural spaces on 

which AD operates. In order that a spectrum be defined an 
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operator must have closure, that is the closure of its graph 

must be a graph, that is be well defined. The natural space 

on which Il. operates is C2 (Q). The Laplacian operates on C2 (Q) 

by differentiation. The closure of C2 (Q) in the graph norm, 
f(lu l2 +fillu)dVol, is the Sobolev space H 2 (Q). The Laplacian 
n 

operates on Sobolev spaces in the sense of distributions. 
That is (Au,v)= J AuiidVol for u, vEH2(Q). 

n 

When considering Dirichlet boundary conditions, 

functions with compact support on Q are the natural functions 

to consider. The function space C;(Q) is dense in L2(Q). The 

closure of Co"'(Q) in H2(Q) is H0,2(Q) C H 2(Q). 

From Green's first formula for Q=QUaQ and UEH2(Q) we 

have 
(2) filAudVol = JI Vul 2 

dVol - Jfi(ou I o 'II) dA rea , 
n n iliQ 

where a/all is the outward normal derivative to aQ and dArea 

is the Riemannian volume on aQ. If u has support on Q then 

the second term on the right hand side is zero. So we have 
(3) filAudVol ... JlVU l2 dVol , 

n g 

for AD operating on H2(Q) such that u has compact support in 

Q. 

Because of Green's first formula we see that we may 

extend the functions on which AD operates in the sense of 

distributions from H2(Q) distributions to HI(Q) 

distributions, however, since this is the Dirichlet Laplacian 

we need to consider Co"'(Q) functions in H1(Q). The closure of 
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COOC(Q) functions in Hl(Q) with respect to Hl(Q) 's norm is the 

Sobolev space Ho'l(Q) which is a Hilbert space. The operator 

AD is self-adjoint on Ho'l(Q), and hence has a real spectrum. 

Summarizing: Since this is a theorem about the spectrum 

of the Dirichlet Laplacian our operator, AD' must have 

closure. The closure of the operator AD on C2(Q) is the 

operator AD on H 2(Q). Because we have Dirichlet boundary 

conditions we consider Co""(Q) functions in H 2(Q). The closure 

of COOC(Q) in H2(Q) is the Sobolev space Ho,2(Q), however, 

because of Green's first formula it is sufficient that AD 

operate on HO,I(Q). The operator AD on Ho'l(Q) is self-adjoint. 

The spectrum of a self-adjoint operator is real. The 

operator AD on HO. 1(Q) has a continuous spectrum. This is the 

set of real numbers, A, such that (IA -AD) is injective and 

its image of Ho'l(Q) is dense in HO,I(Q). From (3) we see that 

(ADu,u) = (Vu, Vu) i?! 0, this implies by a theorem in [KR] that the 

spectrum of AD is non-negative • 
. h . .. 1 (Vu,Vu) 

wh~c ~n turn ~pl~es h i?! ...:-.....;...--...;;" 
(u,u) 

Therefore (u,(M - AD)u) i?! 0 

where UEH°.1(Q) and A is in 

the spectrum of AD. We see that the lower bound of the 

spectrum of AD is given by, 

(4) 



The expression on the right hand side of (4) is called the 

Rayleigh quotient. The Rayleigh quotient will be of central 

importance in proving the main result of this dissertation. 

If n is bounded then the spectrum of AD is discrete. 

16 

In this case we will let Al denote the eigenvalue of smallest 

magnitude called the first eigenvalue of AD. In this case the 

Rayleigh quotient does achieve its infimum on Ho,l(Q), that is 

the Rayleigh quotient has a minimum point. 

The operator AD is strictly positive on e(Q) when 

(ADu,u)==k(u,u) for all uEH°.1(Q) and 100. If AI>O then by 

using (4) and applying Green's first formula we see that AD 

is a strictly positive operator on HO.I(Q). A strictly 

positive operator is invertible. 

§2 Rauch's Theorem and Unbounded domains in Rn 

For Euclidean spaces it is well known that if a domain n 

is bounded then AI>O. If the domain is a ball of radius r' 

then AI = (k' / r,)2, where k' is a constant of proportionality. 

For bounded, convex domains in the plane, polya and Szego 

derived a lower bound for Al in terms of the maximal radius of 

a disc contained in n. [PS] 

Hayman sharpened these results on bounded, simply 

connected domains in R2 which contain a maximal ball. 

Hayman's method depends on the Rayleigh quotient in such a 

way that the method still works if the property of 



boundedness of Q is changed to unbounded (see figure 1). 

Therefore in the unbounded case IlD' operating on Ho,l(Q), is 
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still strictly positive on regions, QC R2, which are simply 

connected and for which there is a maximal radius for a disc 

contained in Q. 

Hayman's theorem on R2 states that for simply connected 

domains, Q, for which rtf is the maximal radius of any ball 

contained in Q then AI> (60r"r2 for the Laplacian, IlD' 

operating on Ho,l(Q). [H] 

Hayman further extended these results to bounded regions 

in Rn with the condition that a portion, a, of the area of a 

covering sphere be in the compliment of Q, where O<as(1/2). 

This sphere is centered at a point on the boundary of Q and 

its radius is arbitrary say ~. If Q is not simply connected 

this property will clearly not apply to domains whose holes 

have diameters less than ~ and the closest distance from the 

boundary point of this hole to another boundary point is 

greater than ro. 

Hayman's theorem cannot be extended to general unbounded 

domains in Rn because of a theorem by Rauch and Taylor. 

We state Rauch and Taylors' theorem: 

Let Kn C K be compact sets in Rn such that the capacity 

of Kn approaches zero as n goes to infinity. Consider Iln on 

Q\ Kn =Qn with the Dirichlet boundary conditions, where Q is 

open in Rn. If for all compact KC Q then KC Q n for n 
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sufficiently large. Let F be a Borel function on the negative 

real axis and continuous in a neighborhood of o{A) (the 

spectrum of A). Then for all uEL2(Q) F( A) Pnu approaches 

F( A)u in L2(Rn) as n approaches infinity, where Pnu=u on 

QnQn and equals zero on the compliment of QnQn. That is, 

the spectrum of An on Qn approaches the spectrum of A on Q. 

[RT] 

n a2 
Rauch and Taylor used A = ~-2' the opposite of our 

i-I aXi 

convention. 

Rauch and Taylors' theorem, implies that if very small 

subsets are removed from a bounded domain the eigenvalues of 

the domain with the small subsets removed are nearly the same 

as the eigenvalues of the domain without the subsets removed. 

Let m be the number of subsets (closed balls) removed from Q. 

Let r~ be the radius of each closed ball, Qm. Taylor and 

Rauch determined that if lim (mr~) .. 0 then the spectrum of 
. m~~ 

Q\ (UQm) is nearly the same as the spectrum of Q. 
m 

Consider the ball Br(O) of radius r'>2 and centered at 0 

in R2 (see figure 2). Let a"=e-r' if BaH (Z) is removed at each 

z EB,..(0)nZ 2 then as r' goes to infinity the number of lattice 

points in B,. (0) is going to increase proportionally to (r,)2 so 

lim e-r '(r,)2 goes to zero as r' goes to infinity. This is the 

measure of smallness identified by Rauch and Taylor, so the 

balls removed become negligible with respect to the 
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eigenvalue structure of Br• (0) as r' gets large. Hence, the 
first eigenvalue of (Br' (0» \ (UBa,,(z» approaches zero as r' 

%e: 1 

approaches infinity, this is because the first eigenvalue of 
(k' 2 

Br• (0) depends on the ratio \ -;;) where k' is a constant. 

Notice that for b" = y' < (1/,/2), there is some p in the 
domain such that Bb,,(p)C[(Br.(O»\(UBa.(z))], for r' approaching 

%EZl 

infinity. This is the condition for a simply connected, 

unbounded domain in R2 to have a strictly positive first 

eigenvalue. 

§3 The Theorem and a Description of its Proof 

We are on general domains in Rn. If C is closed then we 

can say the boundary, ac, is of class e1 (aC) if ac has the 

following representation in some neighborhood of any xEOC. 

Let Ux C Rn be a neighborhood with local coordinates 

Let ~(x) be positive in the direction toward C. orient the 

other axes using the usual right hand rule for coordinate 

axes of Rn. The boundary of C is of class e1 (aC) if there 

exists an open set V = Rn
-

1 nux such that R n
-

1 ny(x) ... 0 and there 

exists a function g Eel (V), where V is the closure of V, such 

that 8Q n Ux has a representation Yn =g (y') for y' EV • 

Suppose the boundary of C is of class e1 (aC). For xEOC 

let N(x) be the outward normal to ac at x, that is, 
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N(x)=(Vn_1g(y(x»,-1) is a vector in Rn (see figure 3). It is 

clear that the normal is not equal to zero at any point on 

aQ. If an outward normal to Q may be defined at each boundary 

point then this normal may be used to define a uniform 

exterior cone. 

In Rn a circular cone with vertex xEOQ may be defined 

with N(x) as its axis of symmetry. If this cone has height h 

measured along the positive normal vector from x, and angle 

of inclination, B, measured with respect to the outward 

normal, N ( x), we let Cp,,, (x) denote such a circular cone ( see 

figure 4). If the boundary of Q is C1 then N(x) is non-zero 

and defined at each xEOQ. Furthermore, a circular cone, 

Cp,,, (x), may be defined at each xeaQ. If Band h are constant 

for all xeaQ such that Cp,,,(x)C(R n 
\ Q) for all xEOQ then Q is 

said to satisfy a uniform exterior cone condition in Rn (see 

figure 5). 

In section §9 we will see a uniform exterior cone may be 

defined on a hyperbolic domain with a C1 boundary in an 

analogous manner as in Rn. 

Since Euclidean n-space and hyperbolic 2-space are both 

metric spaces an open ball may be defined on both spaces. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to prove the 

following theorem. 



Theorem: If QC Rn or Q C H2, 8Q is C·, Q satisfies a 

uniform exterior cone condition, and the radius of a ball 

contained in Q is bounded above, that is Br(p) C Q for some 
pEQ and where r = max{r:Br(P)C Q} such that r < 00, then the 

pen 

spectrum of the Laplacian, AD' operating on L2(Q) is: 

(i) for QCR n strictly positive (n~2) 
1 

(ii) for Q C H2 strictly greater than 
4 
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See figure 6 for a domain in R2 that the theorem may be 

applied to. The proof of this theorem depends on the Rayleigh 

quotient. 

To outline the proof of the theorem: 

The domain is partitioned by "fundamental domains" each 

of which contains a ball of maximal radius. A boundary point 

is associated with each such maximal ball so a uniform 

exterior cone is associated with each fundamental domain. A 

uniform ball is inscribed in each such exterior cone. A 

maximal finite set of "prisms" each having one of its bases 

inscribed in this uniform exterior ball and each of 
". 

, sufficient constant axial length are swept about this uniform 

exterior ball to cover a fundamental domain. The fundamental 

domains may be partitioned into a finite number of classes so 

that covering prisms of fundamental domains in the same class 

do not intersect. An analytic lemma is proven namely the 

Rayleigh quotient for any covering prism with one of its 
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bases outside the domain in Euclidean n-space is strictly 
1 

positive or in hyperbolic 2-space is strictly greater than 
4 

The Rayleigh quotient for the Euclidean domain is now shown 

to be strictly positive or for the hyperbolic domain strictly 
1 

greater than 4 by summing over all the covering prisms. The 

sum converges since each prism is intersected only a maximal 

finite number of times by other covering prisms. 

In Euclidean space the "fundamental domains" which 

partition the domain are cubes and the "prisms" are right 

cubical prisms. In the hyperbolic domain these "fundamental 

domains" are regular hyperbolic polygons whose sides generate 

a cocompact discrete subgroup of SL(2,C). The "prisms" in 

hyperbolic 2-space are certain hyperbolic quadrilaterals. 
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II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

§4 Lemma 1 Euclidean and Hyperbolic Case 

since each of the covering prisms has one of its base 

cubes in the compliment of Q we consider functions, f EL2(Q), 

such that the support of f is contained in Q. The Rayleigh 

quotient gives a lower bound on the spectrum of AD on Q. This 

means the Rayleigh quotient is related to An in the sense of 

distributions on H0.1(Q). Restricting the domain to Ho.l(Q) is 

the equivalent of having Dirichlet boundary conditions. The 

boundary conditions for An operating on Ho'l(Q) distributions 

(functions) restricted to a prism in Rn or H2 are determined 

from a variational argument and are found to be the Neumann 

conditions on the prism's 

(n-l)-faces which are in Q. 

That is the problem of finding u EH°.l(Q) such that 
[(Au - J..u)vdVol -= 0 for all v EHo'l(Q) 
p 

is equivalent to the problem of finding the minimum of 
F(u,J..) ... fOVUl2 _J..luI2 )dVol [R]. To find the minimum of F we set 

p 

dF(u + tv, J..)I 0 h ... , were support the of v is contained in o. 
dt 1-0 

Evaluating we get 

d F[ "'" 2f(Auii _ J..uv)dVol + 2 f(u av _ v OU )dArea _ 0 • 
dt -0 p ap 01] 011 
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av a 
We choose v so that - = 0 on OP, where is the derivative 

ary ary 

normal to ape The domain of integration is a prism, P, and u 

is an element of HO.1(Q). Since this is an equivalent problem 

we must have au ... 0 on the boundaries of P such that these 
ary 

faces are in Q. This is the Neumann condition for faces of P 

which are in Q. 

The eigenvalue problem with the Neumann boundary 

conditions also has solutions in the sense of distributions 

such that these solutions are from the space H1(Q). Now 

HO.1(Q) C Hl(Q) , so the greatest lower bound of the spectrum of 

A on a prism such that one of its base cubes is in the 

compliment of the domain and the faces of the prism satisfy 

mixed Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions may be given 

in terms of the Rayleigh quotient. So we have lemma 1 (see 

figure 7 for Euclidean case). 

Lemma 1: Let P I be a right cubical prism in R" whose 

base is an n-l dimensional cube. Let p=p'nQ, let L be the 

axial length of P'. If one of the base (n-l)-cubes of the 

prism is contained in R" \Qo or in aQ, and fEHo.l(Q) is 

restricted to P and extended by 0 in the compliment of Q 

then: 
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(i) 
2 ( Jl v/12 dVol\ 

_
3T .,.Ip 1 ~ in the Euclidean case, where 

4L2 1 J/ 2dVol ) 
\. p 

dVol is the Riemannian measure dxl ... dxn , and 

(ii) 

( JlV/12 dVol \ 

(3t/2L)2+(l/4»)SII p 2 )1 
fill dVol 

\. p 

in the hyperbolic case, 

where dVol is the Riemannian measure in hyperbolic 2-space. 

The term (1/4) on the left hand side of (ii) comes from 

the fact that the lower bound for the spectrum of AD on 

Co~(H2)ne(H2) is (1/4). [DM] Co"'(Q) is dense in L2 (Q) so the 

lower bound for the spectrum of AD in L2(Q) is 1/4. 

This lemma gives an estimate for the first eigenvalue of 

a prism such that one of its base cubes is in the compliment 

of Q. This lemma is central in relating the special covering 

properties of simple lattice cubes to the theorem's proof. 

§5 The Euclidean Case, Lemmas and proof of the Theorem 

This section deals with the Euclidean case, that is the 

domain of the distributions is Euclidean space. 

To prove this theorem we need six lemmas. Lemma 1 is 

analytic. Lemmas 2 and 3 come directly from the geometric 

properties introduced in the theorem. Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 are 



derived from the geometric properties introduced in the 

theorem and create the foundation for the partition of Q so 

that the Rayleigh quotient may be estimated by sums of 
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integrals over covering prisms which intersect each other at 

most some fixed maximal number of times. 

Lemma 2: (i) There exists an n-disc, 0, inscribed 

ins ide a uniform external cone, Cp,,, (x) (see figure 5). The 

radius of this disc is 

r = ( h sin(p) , • 
d ,(1+ sin (P») 

(ii) The distance along the axis of CAh(X) , from the 

boundary point x to the center of the inscribed disc t, is 
( h , 
\1 + sin(f3») • 

Lemma 3: An edge of an (n-I)-cube inscribed inside an 

(n-I)-sphere which is the boundary of the n-disc 0, has edge 

length, (see figure 8) 
s = ( 2rd \ 

s ,~). 

Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 depend on some further properties of 

the geometry of Q. So before we continue listing the lemmas 

we must go into further detail about some geometric 

properties of Q. 
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The proof of the theorem depends very strongly on 

dividing the domain, 0, into a lattice of simple cubes. We 

may identify a simple lattice cube, A, as the lattice cube 

contained in the positive orthant (see figure 9) of any 

lattice point. One of these cubes, A, is covered with respect 

to a very special covering process of rotating right cubical 

n-prisms about an exterior n-disc, D, which is associated 

with A. The base cube of each prism is contained in D. Let 

the center of the exterior disc D be t. A maximal finite 

number of these prisms cover a ball of radius L centered at 

t. This ball contains A. 

The creation of a lattice of simple cubes depends on the 

fact that a maximal ball is contained in o. The edge length 

of a simple lattice cube is 2r. The existence of an exterior 

disc which may be associated with any simple lattice cube A 

depends on the maximal ball condition and the uniform 

exterior cone condition. 

We can form a lattice of cubes in Rn of edge length 2r, 

where r is the maximal radius of a ball contained in o. Let 

the origin of Rn be a lattice point. The other lattice points 

are identified with the points 2r(~, ... ,zn) where z,. EZ lsisn. 

Explicitly for x=(X1, ... ,xn)ERn 
we can identify a simple lattice 

cube in the positive orthant with respect to v=2r(~' ... 'Zn) ERn 

as the set of coordinates 2rz,.sx;s2r(z,.+1) such that lSisn, 

for a fixed (~, ... ,zn) EZn. Such a simple lattice cube can be 

identified in a similar manner for each (~' ... 'Zn) EZ
n 

• 
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Given a lattice point vERn there are 2n lattice cubes 

that have v as a vertex. The 2n vertices for exactly one of 

these lattice cubes that has v as a vertex, may be given by 

v+2r(ct,. •• ,cn ), for all possible combinations of c,., such that ci 

is restricted to the set {O, I} for 1~i~n. This is the cube in 

the positive orthant. The other 2n_l lattice cubes that have 

v as a common vertex can be identified by allowing G to take 

values from the set {-I,O,I}. All such lattice cubes for 

arbitrary lattice point v will be called simple. 

At each vertex, v=(vt,. .. ,vn ), of the lattice we can 

identify simple lattice cube A at v by the lattice cube in 

the positive orthant with respect to v. We can also identify 

a simple lattice cube at v in the negative orthant with 

respect to v, where we identify a cube in the negative 

orthant with respect to v=2r("1' ... 'Zn)=(vw .. ,vn)ERn as the set of 

coordinates 2r ~ ~ Xi ~2r ( z; -1) 1~i~n (see figure 9). We will use 

this in lemma 5. 

Each simple lattice cube contains a ball of radius r 

centered at the lattice cube's center, boe Since r is the 

maximal radius of a ball contained in Q then Br(bo) n aQ ;II! 0 • 

Let xEBr(bo)naQ. Furthermore, an exterior n-disc, D, can be 

inscribed in Cp,h(X), the uniform exterior cone associated with 

x. So for a simple lattice cube A we can associate an 

exterior disc with A. About t, the center of this disc, the 

long axes of right cubical prisms may be rotated to cover A. 
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The (n-l)-cubical base of each such prism may be inscribed in 

D. This relates the geometry of Q to the hypothesis of lemma 

1, namely, that one of the two base cubes of a covering prism 

may be placed in R" \ QO (see figure 10). 

In order for such prisms rotated about t to cover A it 

is necessary that the long axis of the prism have sufficient 

length, L. Since the exterior disc may be in many different 

positions with respect to A we must find a length for the 

long axis of the covering prisms so that A can be covered by 

prisms swept about D for any position of D with respect to A. 

This length L is given in lemma 4. Note that each inscribed 

(n-l)-cube of lemma 3 may be a cubical base of a right 

cubical n-prism used to cover A. 

Lemma 4: If the n-dimensional prisms, P', whose cubical 

bases are contained in Cp,h (x) are to cover A then the axial 

length of a prism P' must be, L= (2rJii + h), where 

x EBr{bO) n iJQ C A (see figure 11). 

The length, L, of the axis of a covering prism can also 

be used to separate the lattice of simple cubes into classes. 

The property that a class has is that covering prisms of 

simple lattice cubes in the same class do not intersect (see 

figure 12). 

Classes are determined by the distinct simple lattice 

cubes inside a large lattice cube which has an edge length 
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that ensures the non-intersection of covering prisms of 

simple lattice cubes in the same class. The number of 

distinct classes is the number of simple lattice cubes inside 

large lattice cube. So Rn is partitioned twice once with 

large lattice cubes to determine classes and another time 

with smaller lattice cubes which contain a maximal ball since 

a boundary point may be associated with each maximal ball 

these smaller lattice cubes allow Q to be covered by prisms. 

Lemma 5: N = ([(2L + 3h) 12r] + 2r or N = ([(2L + 2h) 12r] + 3r is 

the maximum number of classes in the lattice in Rn needed to 

cover Q, such that the prism coverings of distinct simple 

lattice cubes in the same class do not intersect. Where 

[(L+3h)/2r] means the greatest integer less than or equal to 

(L+3h)/2r. If r~h then use the first formula if h>r use the 

second formula. 

A method of covering A by a fixed maximum number of 

prisms is determined. This method depends on A being 

contained in a sphere with center t and radius L. Here t is 

also the center of D (see figure 13). If the surface of a 

sphere can be covered by a fixed finite number of tangent 

cubes which are congruent to the base cubes of the prisms, 

then A can be covered by a method using a fixed finite number 

of covering prisms swept about the point t. The length of the 

edge of a base cube, ~, of a prism and axial length, L, 
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determine a minimal angle which each base cube subtends. This 

leads to a method of covering a sphere by a fixed finite 

number of base cubes tangent to the sphere. These properties 

again depend on the maximal ball and uniform exterior cone 

conditions. 

We are going to apply lemma 1 to prism coverings of 

classes of simple lattice cubes. In order to do this we must 

be able to sum the prisms needed to cover A. That is we need 

to determine a procedure which depends on a fixed maximal 

number of prisms for which we are assured A is covered in our 

general covering process of A. This will insure that our sums 

of integrals over prisms are finite. 

Lemma 6: Let M, be the minimum number of right cubical 

prisms, with cube side length ~, needed to cover a simple 

lattice cube A by rotating the prism'S long axis, which has 

length L, about an n-disc inscribed in C,J.h(x), where x is 

associated with B. Then if M"" ([2.11:' I a] + 2)([.11:' I a] + 3)"-2 we have 

MI~M, where a =2arctan ( Ss 12L). 

Alternate Lemma 6: There is a procedure of covering A 

which insures A is covered by at most M covering prisms where 

M = ([2.11:' I a] + 2)([3l' I a] + 3)"-2 and a=2arctan( S.J2L) • 

The property of the existence of classes of simple 

lattice cubes along with the fact that there is an upper 

bound for the number of covering prisms, rotated about D, 



which are needed to cover simple lattice cube A insure that 

the estimates of the first eigenvalues of prisms given in 

lemma 1 can be related to a summation of integrals of 

covering prisms of Q to the Rayleigh quotient for Q so that 

the summation converges. 
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A lattice on Q may be defined as the intersection of Q 

with the lattice in Rn. If a simple lattice cube intersected 

with Q is non-empty then that intersection is considered to 

be a lattice cube in Q which is to be covered. 

Now we can prove the theorem: 

Let Mk; ~M be the number of prisms, ~: , needed to cover some 

simple lattice cube in class k, so 
M~ ~ 

.L (Jt
2 

I 4L
2

) J [ 2
dVol s 4 fJV/1 2 

dVol , where dVol is the Riemannian 
' k =l Rile '~e cl R;~ 

measure on Rn, and 

oo M~c; 00 M k; 

( 5) 6 (1~ (il
2 

14L
2

) f f 2
dVol) s ~ (&J!Vfl2 

dVol) 
~ . 

The right hand side of (5) is less than infinity, since 

fEHo. 1(Q) and since the number of overlaps of the covering 

prisms covering the simple lattice cubes is at most M, where 

covering prisms whose intersection set is non-empty are said 

to overlap. Now pick class Km from the N classes for which 

the right hand side of (5) is a maximum. So 



oo M~ oo M~ 

(n
2 I 4L

2 )Jf 2
dVol s (n

2 
I 4L2)N ~ ~ Jf 2dVol s N ~ ~ j1V/I

2 
dVol s 

r\ K =-lik ""lR! K -liL -1 R! 
~' "' 'K.,. "' ..... 'K.,. 

NM fJV/12 dVol, so 
Q 

( 
2 fJIVfl 2 dVol\ 

0< .7r \sjg I. 
\4L

2 
NM} I Jf 2dVol J 

\ Q 

The function f EHo.1(Q) is arbitrary so A1 > 0 on Q. 

Suppose a closed C1(aQ') domain Q' is given such that 

only certain of the components of the compliment of Q' 

satisfy a uniform exterior cone condition for some given 

cone. If a closed domain Q" is defined with only those 

components in the compliment of Q' that satisfy the uniform 

exterior cone condition for the given cone, in Q" 's 

compliment and if Q" contains a maximal ball then .A1(Q') >0. 

This clearly follows from the above proof if one uses a 

lattice cube which contains Q" 's maximal ball. 

§6 Hyperbolic Case, Lemmas and Proof of the Theorem 

On hyperbolic 2-space, H2
, the lower bound of the 

spectrum of Av operating on smooth, compactly supported, 

L2
(Q) functions is greater than or equal to (1/4) [DM]. This 

positive lower bound comes about because of the form of the 

Riemannian measure on hyperbolic space. So we are finding 

sufficient conditions on Q so that Av operating on 

L 2 (Q) c L 2 (H 2
) is strictly greater than ( 1/4). 

33 
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The compactly supported, smooth functions on Rn are 

dense in L2(Rn) [R]p72. This implies Co"'(Q) is dense in L2(Q) 

since Q is included in Rn. The CO"'(H2) functions are dense in 

L2(H2). To show this first we have that H2 is second 

countable, so a partition of unity on H2 exists. Let {(V,f)} 

be a set of coordinate charts for H2. Co'" (V) is dense in L2(V) 

with respect to the seminorm topology on compact subsets of V 

[H]. ( A seminorm is a norm except II vII = 0 does not imply v=O.) 

For K a compact subset of H2, there exist {'" r~l' for some 

n' EZ, which cover K. So using a similar argument C;(U7~1("'» 

is dense in L2(U;~1(V;» with respect to a partition of unity 

seminorm topology on compact subsets of (U;:1("'». Finally H2 

may be covered by a union of nested compact sets, so C;(H2) 

is dense in L2(H2). Since Q C H2 a similar argument works with 

respect to relatively compact sets in Q. 

We need to partition Q C H2 as R n was partitioned with 

simple lattice cubes. However it is not convenient to use 

squares in hyperbolic 2-space. 

Once we have a way of partitioning hyperbolic space we 

can develop analogous lemmas for hyperbolic space as we had 

for Rn. We will partition H2 by regions which are called 

fundamental domains (see figure 14 for a fundamental domain 

in the unit disc). They will be discussed in section §9. 

The symmetric fundamental domains whose number of edges 

is divisible by 4, partition H2 by the action of the discrete 
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subgroup with signature (g;O) associated with a polygon. This 

subgroup is the discrete subgroup of orientation preserving 

isometries and is generated by the side pairing 

transformations of the fundamental domains that are in the 

group of orientation preserving isometries of H2. This 

discrete subgroup acts invariantly on H2 and the orbit of a 

fundamental domain with respect to this discrete subgroup 

fills up H2. Such a partition is called a tessellation (see 

figure 15). These fundamental domains partition H2 in a 

manner analogous to the partition of R" by simple lattice 

cubes. 

In the domain Q C H2 and H2 is partitioned by 

fundamental domains. We will say a fundamental domain, F, is 

in the partition of Q if F n Q ¢ 0. 

In the hyperbolic case a line is a geodesic. This is 

discussed in section §9. 

We have comparable properties for the exterior cone and 

the edge length of the base of the covering prisms in H2 as 

we had for the corresponding structures in R" (see figure 

16) • 

Lemma 2: (i) The exterior cone Cp,,.(x) at xeaQ has an 

inscribed ball BrJ(t) or also called a disc of constant radius 

~. This constant, ~, is determined in the construction of 

the hyperbolic cone in section §9. (ii) The inscribed ball's 

center, t, is a distance PH (x ,t) <h, along the line determined 



by the normal to 8Q from x, n(x), where 

sinh( PH (x,t) )=sinh( rd ) /sin(13). 

Lemma 3: (see figure 16 and 17) The prism's base 

contained in the ball of lemma 2 has length ~ which is 
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bounded from above by a number greater than 2~. Since the 

base 11 (t) is contained in Br" (t) the end points VI and v2 of 

the base are a distance less than ~ from t. The prism's other 

base, 

'1 (p), has length 2 rd by construction. 

There is an upper bound, r, on the radii of balls 

contained in the domain Q. To each fundamental domain F there 

corresponds a ball of radius r contained in F. Therefore by 

the theorem's hypothesis this ball contained in F must 

intersect 8Q, that is there exists an xEaQ such that xnF¢~. 

Hence associated with each F there corresponds a ball 

inscribed in an exterior cone. 

We need to choose an axial length of our covering prisms 

as we did for our covering prisms of Rn. This axial length 

will insure that F will be covered by the prisms rotated 

about a disc of radius rd in the compliment of Q (see figure 

18) • 

are vertices in F. 
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Lemma 4: (see figure 18) An axial length of L=dF+h for 

the covering prisms, each of which has one of its base cubes 

in BrJt) which in turn is contained in an exterior cone 

related to F, ensures that PH (t,a)sL for all aEF. 

Furthermore, d F = 2r;, where r; is defined in §10. 

We must know that there are only a finite number of 

fundamental domains which intersect the covering prisms of 

another fundamental domain. To ensure this classes of 

fundamental domains need to be defined in which the covering 

prisms of each fundamental domain in the same class do not 

intersect the covering prisms in any other fundamental domain 

in the same class. The domain Q must be covered by prisms so 

that the Rayleigh quotient of Q may be estimated with the 

help of the Rayleigh quotient of the covering prisms given in 

lemma 1. We need to be sure that the sum over all prisms does 

not diverge. This can be assured if there are a finite number 

of classes of fundamental domains such that covering prisms 

of fundamental domains in a given class do not intersect 

covering prisms of fundamental domains in the same class (see 

figure 19). 

Lemma 5: The number of classes in the partition of H2, 

by tessellations of fundamental domains, such that the 
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covering prisms of different fundamental domains in the same 

class do not intersect is N. Where N satisfies the equality, 

N=(Area( Fr) / (Area(F». Where Fr is a fundamental domain that 

contains a ball of radius L'.., 2L + 3h + 2rg • 

There is a process of covering F by prisms, each with 

one base cube contained in an exterior cone related to F, in 

such a way that the cover of F has a fixed maximum number of 

covering prisms (see figure 20). 

Lemma 6: F may be covered by a maximal finite number of 

prisms, M=[ 271/ a ]+1 where a=2arctan( [tanh( rd ) ] / [sinh(L) ] ) , 

such that these prisms are selected in a definite process. 

Finally the proof of the theorem in this hyperbolic case 

is exactly the same as the Rn case except dVol is the 

hyperbolic Riemannian volume element and the factor \( ~:)\ is 
4L-

( ~2 1 \ . 
changed to the factor \4L2 +4). Th~s is because we have 

established analogous lemmas for H2 as we have for each lemma 

in the Euclidean case. 
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III. PROOF OF THE LEMMAS, EUCLIDEAN CASE 

§7 Proof of Lemma 1: Euclidean Case 

Proof of Lemma 1 : (Euclidean Case) 

To show if p'CRn is a right cubical prism with an axial 

length of L and a cubical base edge length of ~ such that one 

of the base cubes of the prism is contained in Rn\gO, where 

gO is the interior of Q and P=P' n Q, then 

( 

2 (JIVffdVol\ 
(6) ~\sl p I 

~4L2) I Jlfl2dVoI) 
~ p 

where f EHo.1(g) and f is restricted to P. 

Since P' is bounded we have for bounded regions 

(7) PCP' implies that AdP' )~AdP) [R] 

where AI is the smallest eigenvalue for a mixed problem on a 

bounded region with the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 

conditions. From (7) we see it is enough to show the 

inequality (6) for P'. Furthermore because of (7) we may 

assume that the cubical base is contained in 8Q rather than 

being contained in Rn 
\ gO (see figure 7). 

The Riemannian measure is translation invariant. The 

determinant of a rotation is 1 so the ratio in (6) is 

invariant to rotations and translations. Therefore, we may 

position P' so that one of its vertices is at the origin and 
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the axis of the prism is parallel with the xn axis. The edge 

of the prism which has one vertex at the origin goes from 0 

to L along xn • The edges of the base (n-l)-cube are parallel 

to the other orthonormal coordinates of Rn. Edges of a 

prism's base cube which begin at the origin go from 0 to Sse 

By assumption, the base of the prism is contained in the 

compliment of Q, where the cubical base of the prism is 

contained in the n-l dimensional set identified by xn=O. 

There are various cases to consider which depend on whether 

the other (n-l)-faces of R' are contained in Rn\Qo or not. 

There are many ways the faces of the prism may be partially 

in the compliment of Q and partially in Q and each such 

pattern has an effect on the value of A1(P). The inequality 

given in (7) means that the lowest eigenvalue is determined 

by the case where only one base cube of the prism is 

contained in the compliment of Q. 

For the mixed problem of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 

conditions on bounded domains the first eigenvalue minimizes 

the Rayleigh quotient. This is because the Rayleigh quotient 

for the Neumann problem is given by taking the infimum over 

H1(Q). So for the mixed problem the infimum is taken over the 

intersection of Ho,l(Q) and HI(Q), but Ho,l(Q) C Hl(Q) so the 

infimum of the Rayleigh quotient for the mixed problem is 

taken with respect to Hcu(Q). 

Since the Rayleigh quotient gives the first eigenvalue 

for the mixed problem on bounded regions, if we find the 
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first eigenvalue by separation of variables, this eigenvalue 

would satisfy the lemma. This is because C;(Q) is dense in 

Ho.I(Q) with respect to the HI norm. 

( )1V/12 dVol\ 

Let Al = moW. I p I. Let AI' be the first eigenvalue 
uEll .1(0)1 )1/12 dVol J 

\ p 

of flu = AU on P with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary 

conditions. We assume A: > Al but we want to show AI' = ~. Co""(Q) 

is dense in Ho.I(Q) with respect to the HI norm, 

IIvllHI = fOVuI2+IUI2)dVol. Let {Unl:.IC C;(Q) such that un -u as 
o 

n - oc in the HI norm. With respect to the L2 norm for !. > 0 
2 

e 
and - > 0 there exists an N' such that for n ~ N' 

2 

(*) Invun l2dVOl- )1VuI2 dVol:$ )1Vun -VuI2 dVol:$!. and 
~I 0 0 2 

(**) Inul dVol - )1u12 dVol :$ )1 un - ul2 dVol :$!.. 
~I 0 0 2 

By using Green's first formula on (*) we get 

Ir(flUnU" -IVuI2 )dVo[ <!. From the definition of Al and since 
~ 2 

un EC; (Q), hence un is a C2 function and A: is unique for such 

functions we get ~(AfIU"I' -A,'lul')dVol < ~. We are assuming that 

AI' > Al factoring AI2 out of the first term and letting 
., 2 

(Ar I Al )= 1+ () where () > 0 we get 

IrAl2 ((1 + {)~unI2 -lul2 )dVol == (~f(IUnI2 -lul2 )dVol + A;{) }1 Un 12 dVolJ <!.. So 
~ 0 0 1 2 



from (**) and from the properties of absolute value we have 

either: 

(i) -A/~+ ljA~J1U/ dVol <! which implies 
2 g 2 

lj~2J1UnI2dVol<~(l+A/). Now flUnl2dVol> 0 and A/ is fixed and 
n 2 g 

£ "2 > 0 may be made arbitrarily small so lj = 0 • 

or , 
(ii) Al2 £2 + ljA~J1ul dVol <!., where £' ~ £ • 

g 2 , 
This implies lj~J1UnI2dVol < ~ - ~2 ~ < ~ hence as before 

g 
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flU)! dVol > 0 and A/ is fixed and ! > 0 may be made arbitrarily 
n 2 

small so this implies lj = 0 • 
So we must have lj~J1Un 12 dVol .. 0 but this is true only if lj = 0 

Q 

which means AI' = ~ • 

Beginning with Ilf + AI"" 0 such that I Ee 2 and f is 

restricted to pI, we separate variables 

1(X;, ... ,xn)= XI(XI)· .. ··Xn(Xn) , giving 

(8) 1lX; + Ax; Xj = 0 for lsisn, such that AXI + ... +Ax• = A • 

General solutions to these equations are given by 

(9) X; = b; sin (wjXj ) + aj cos(WjXj)' 

where ~,aj' and Wj are real numbers. The mixed Dirichlet-

Neumann boundary conditions impose conditions which 

determine these real numbers. 
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We shall show that Ax. = (4~2) and AXi =0 for l~i~n-l. 

With respect to pI, the face given by xn=O is in an and 

all other (n-l)-faces are in n and not in an. 

By the Dirichlet boundary conditions we have Xn(O)=O 

this implies that an=O. To determine the boundary conditions 

for Xn=L, we use Neumann boundary conditions. Let (ala~) be 

the outward normal derivative to an. We have aX;(xi)/a~=ax; laxi 

for all l~i~n, where the domain of X; (Xi) is the Xi coordinate 

intersected with n and is [O,~] for l~i~n-l and is [O,L] for 

i=n. 

Applying the normal derivative to Xn (xn ), n is the set 

[O,L] and an is {O}U{L}, letting Xn =bnsin(wnxn) and noting 

that the Neumann condition implies that aXn(xn) laxn IZ.-L =0. We 

get 

which implies that wn=rrj/2L, where j is an odd integer. Each 

j gives a different solution so a general solution is given 

by bn(j)sin«Jrjxn)/2L) l~j<oo. The general solution depends on the 

value of Ax • • Therefore, the first eigenvalue will correspond 

to the smallest value of j, that is the first eigenvalue of 
2 

X . (3[\ 
n l.S \ 2LJ • 

Now to show that Ai=O, for l~i~n-l. This will correspond 

to the case where the (n-l) -faces, Xi =0 and Xi a= Ss' are in n 



and not in an. From the general solution (9) if we let bj=O 

and X; = aj COSWjXj , then the Neumann boundary conditions also 

give ax; (xj) lax/ L;-o=ax; lax; 1 .. ;-5, =0 for lsisn-l. Again from 

Neumann boundary conditions we get aX
j = -ajwj sin(wjSs )- 0 for 

ax; 

lsisn-l. We see that Wi =0 satisfies the boundary conditions, 

that is X;=(constant)=c; for lsisn-l, is a solution with 

eigenvalue equal to zero which is clearly the first 

eigenvalue for X;, where lsisn-l. 
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So a solution of Af + AJ = 0 for the mixed boundary value 

problem is f(xl, ... ,xn)= X1(X1)· ... ·Xn(xn)' but X; = cj for lsisn-l. Let 

c1" 'Cn_1 = C so f = bn (1)cSin (;rxn 12L) and the first eigenvalue is 
2 

(2~) . So we see solutions only for specific values of 

A .. I + ... +A ... = A. SO cSin(;rxn 12L) is an eigenfunction that 

corresponds to the first eigenvalue 0+". +0 + (3t 12L)2 =(Jr 12L)2 • 

Though the solution has an arbitrary constant, c, the 

eigenvalue is unique. This arbitrary constant allows 

arbitrary boundary conditions for f at XI =0 and Xj = Ss or at 

Xn=L. If this boundary condition is specified then the 

solution would be unique. 

Now since A .. I + ... +Ax • .. A the first eigenvalue of Af + J..f = 0 

is (Jr/2L)2. This is the smallest eigenvalue of pI with 

f EHo,l(Q) such that f is restricted to P. So we have that 

(
., ( flVfl2 dVon 

~\ <I P' I. 
\ 4L2) I Jlfl2 dVol ) 

\ P' 
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§a Proof of Euclidean Lemmas 

Proof of lemma 2: (see figure 21 and 22) 

Let t be the center of the disc, D, inscribed inside the 

circular cone, Cp,II(X), where xEaQ. Select a coordinate system 

of Rn so that t=(O, ••• ,O,h). D is symmetric about its center 

and Cp,h (x) is symmetric about its normal axis. The radius of 

the disc and the distance of the center of the disc along the 

normal may be found from the corresponding radius and 

distance of the center along the normal of a 2-disc, d. Where 

d is obtained from the intersection of any 2-plane, with 

Cp,h(X) in which the 2-plane contains the cone's normal to x 

and hence also contains the center point of Df since the 

center of D is on the normal. The 2-disc, d, has center t" on 

its normal and t" may be given the coordinates t"=(O,h). Let 

sIt be a point on the side of the cone which is tangent to d 

and not on the cone's normal. Let Q" be on the normal a 

distance h from x". Let pIt be the end of the segment, of the 

cross section of the cone in the 2-plane, which begins at x" 

and contains S". Triangles x"s"t" and x"Q"P" are similar 

since they are right triangles and they share a common 

vertex, x". They are right triangles since at Q" and at sIt 

the inscribed 2-disc, d, is tangent to the sides of the cone 

intersected with the 2-plane. 
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From this similarity of two right triangles, the values 

of r d' ( i ), and the length I x "t" I, ( ii), are determined. Since 

the intersection of the 2-plane with the cone contains the 

normal to x then IX"t"I=lxtl=h by axial symmetry and 

It"s"I=ltsl=rd , by point symmetry. 

proof of lemma 3: (see figure 23) 

D has a boundary which is an n-1 dimensional sphere. The 

diameter of this sphere must be the length of the diagonal of 

any (n-1) cube inscribed inside this sphere, so 2rd = ss.,{ii"::i • 

Proof of lemma 4: (see figure 11) 

Let t be the center of the n-disc, D, inscribed inside 

the external cone, Cp.h (x), where xEaC and x n A ;o! 0. By lemma 2 

(ii) the distance from x to t is less than h. 

The simple lattice n-cube A determines a diagonal which 

contains vertex, v. If t were along this diagonal then the 

length from t to the far vertex of A along this diagonal is 

at most h+(the length of the diagonal) (see figure 10). The 

length of the diagonal from v, to the far vertex of A is 

2r,J; • 

To show that if t" were any other center of an n-disc 

associated with a boundary point touching A then the distance 

from t" to any point in A is s h+2rJii • 

Let bo be the center of A, It" bo I sr+h. Let a' be any 

element of A, by the triangle inequality we have 

It"a' Islt"bo 1+1 boa' I. SO It"a' Isr+h+1 boa' Isr+h+rJii s2r,J; +h. 

Proof of lemma 5: (see figure 12) 
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We want to form a large lattice cube, S' so that 

covering prisms of two distinct lattice cubes in the same 

class do not intersect. Classes are determined by each of the 

separate simple lattice cubes contained in S'. Therefore two 

distinct simple lattice cubes in the same class cannot both 

be in S'. 

We need to determine a length, L', of an edge of S' so 

that prism covers of simple lattice cubes in the same class 

do not intersect. pick a vertex, v, of s' which is common to 

the negative orthant of S'. Call the simple lattice cube in 

s' that contains this vertex AI. 

Each simple lattice cube in S' may contain the vertex of 

the negative orthant of some large lattice cube congruent to 

S'. Therefore our argument that covering prisms of simple 

lattice cubes in the same class do not intersect will be 

valid for each class in S'. 

Given a simple cube of a specified class, AI' the 

closest simple lattice cube, At, in the same class is by 

elementary geometry (see figure 12) a distance L'-2r from AI. 

Let v" be the vertex of At common to its negative orthant. 

The disc, D, about which the covering prisms of Al are swept 

may be a distance h from Al in the direction of A." along a 

line parallel with the line segment vv". Similarly the disc 

D" about which the covering prisms of At are swept may be a 

distance h from At in the direction of Al along a line 



parallel with the line segment vv" (opposite direction as 

the other h). 
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If the covering prisms of Al and At are not to intersect 

we must have 

(10) L'-(2L+h»2r+h. 

The factor two on L comes from the fact that the axial length 

L of the covering prisms at At may in the direction of AI. 

If L'=2L+3h+2r or L'=2L+2h+4r then (10) is satisfied. 

Relating these values of L' to integers we get that there are 

[(2L+3h+2r)/2r]+1 or [(2L+2h+4r)/2r]+1 simple cubes that fit 

along an edge of S'. This edge of S' has length L'. 

So there are ([(2L + 3h + 2r) / 2r] + It or ([(2L + 2h +4r) / 2r] + Ir 

classes needed so that the prism covers of simple cubes in 

the same class do not intersect. 

Proof of lemma 6: (see figure 24) 

We find a procedure of covering a sphere by a fixed 

number of prisms. This is the maximum fixed number of prisms 

needed to cover a simple lattice cube, A, provided this 

procedure of covering a sphere is used. 

In order to find a process which determines a fixed 

maximum number of prisms which will ensure that A is covered 

we will count the number of right cubical prisms of axial 

length L and cubical edge length ~ needed to cover a sphere, 

Sn-l(t,L), centered at t with radius L. A is contained in 

sn-l(t ,L) since t is related to A and by lemma 4, A is 
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contained by rotating prisms of axial length L about t. That 

is rotating a prism of length L about t will cover A. 

Therefore the number of prisms needed to cover A is less than 

or equal to the maximum number of prisms whose position are 

determined by using fixed points on Sn-l(t,L) to ensure Sn-l(t,L) 

is covered. These fixed points depend on partitioning the 

intervals on which the spherical coordinates are defined by 

an interval whose length depends only on Land Sse 

By cover we mean for each pES n
-

1(t ,L) the ray tp 

intersected with a base cube of a prism that is tangent to 

Sn-l(t,L) is not equal to the empty set. That is this ray 

intersects a base cube tangent to Sn-l(t,L) for some covering 

prism in the finite fixed prism cover of Sn-l(t,L) (see figure 

25) • 

We place by a definite procedure a fixed number of 

prisms on sn-l«( ,L) so that each point of the Sn-l(t ,L) is 

contained in some covering prism. We need to determine that 

fixed number of prisms. 

First we review what will be discussed (see figure 26 

and 27). A prism has two base cubes whose edge lengths are Ss. 

One of the base cubes of each covering prism contains t, the 

center of D. The other base cube at the other end of the 

prism's axis does not. The base that does not contain t is 

tangent to Sn-l(t,L). This is because only one point of this 

base cube is a distance L from t. Let T be the intersection 

point of Sn-l(t,L) and this base cube. T is also the 
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intersection point of the (n-l)-cube's diagonals. Since C, is 

inscribed in the (n-l)-sphere centered at t of radius rd. Let 

Cr be the base cube of the covering prism containing T. 

We cover Sn-l(t,L) by cubes congruent to Cr which are 

tangent to Sn-l(t,L). The edges of Cr are parallel with the 

orthogonal tangent vectors to the non-radial spherical 

coordinate curves at T. 

Let a j be the angle intersected by Cr along coordinate 

curve OJ. We find an a' such that a' ~ a j for all i. using this 

we can find the number of covering intervals of length a' 

needed to cover the interval on which each non-radial 

spherical coordinate is defined. The length of the interval 

on which each coordinate curve, OJ, is defined divided by a' 

gives the number of covering cubes needed to cover a 

coordinate curve. Multiplying these numbers together gives a 

maximum number of prisms rotated about t to fixed positions 

on Sn-l(t,L) needed to assure that Sn-l(t,L) is covered. These 

fixed positions on Sn-l(t,L) we will call tangent points. 

If for each pESn-l(t ,L) the ray tp intersects some 

covering tangent cube of a corresponding tangent point on 

sn-l(t,L), then we say Sn-l(t,L) is covered by this process. 

Since we are covering a hemisphere we will use spherical 

coordinates. Spherical coordinates have a relation with 

Euclidean coordinates of Rn. Let (xl, ... ,Xn) be Euclidean 

coordinates for Rn. Let (L,OI' ... ,On_l) be spherical coordinates 

of Rn such that O<Oj<n, for 2~i~n-l. 



8j is defined by a ray beginning at the origin and 

leaning from the ~~-axis, for 2sisn-1, ~E[O,n] (see figure 

28). ~ is defined by a ray beginning at the origin and 

leaning away from the xl-axis, but 81 is an angle restricted 

to the xl x2 -plane, 8IE[O,2n]. 
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For 1<i we see that if the ray that determines ~ is in 

the same direction as Xj +1 then the 8j may have arbitrary 

values for j<i. This is because no radial component of the 

ray that determines 8j is projected in the direction of xj +l • 

When the ray which defines 8j is in the Xj+l direction we will 

call this a pole. 81 has no pole. 

For 8=(81, ••• ,8n_I), we have 
XI (8) = L cos 81 sin 82 sin 83,,, sin 8n_1 

x2(8) = L sin 81 sin 82 ... sin 8n_1 

x3(8)= Lcos82 sin83 ... sin8n_1 (11) 
xn _ I (8) = L cos8n_2 sin 8n_1 

xn (8) = L cos 8 n-I 

this gives local Euclidean coordinates of an orthogonal frame 

in R n at (L,81' ... ,8n_ l ) in terms of spherical coordinates. 

For the sphere, sn-l(t,L) we have 8IE[O,2n] and 8j E[O,n], 

for 2sisn-1. The ~'s may have positive or negative values. 

Remember that L is the radius of Sn-I(t ,L). 

An angle is a connected interval contained in the 

interval on which 8j takes its values, or the domain of 

definition for 8j • 

A coordinate curve 8; on sn-I(t ,L) is characterized by 8; 

varying and 8j =constant for all j~i. 
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Spherical coordinates are orthogonal coordinates. This 

means that the tangent vectors of the coordinates, ~, l~i~n-

1, and the radial coordinate, L, are orthogonal to each other 

at each point of Sn-l(t,L), where the coordinates are 

unambiguously defined, e.g. they are not defined at the 

poles, as ~ can have any value at the poles. 

To show the tangent vectors of the coordinate curves of 

Land 0;, for all i, are orthogonal to each other at each 

point where the coordinates are defined. From (11) we have 

w(L,O) = (xl(L,01 ... ,xn(L,0». If the columns of the Jacobian of w 

are orthogonal then the tangent vectors of the coordinate 

curves are orthogonal. This is verified by a calculation. 

That is dw:T(Sn-l(t,L)_ Rn so dw(aO;)ERn and orthogonality may 

be checked with the usual scalar product on Rn (see figure 

29). 

For i>l the ray beginning at the origin which 

determines 0; with respect to its inclination from the Xi +l -

axis, and the ~+l-axis determine a plane. The plane of the 

coordinate curve, OJ. wi th respect to this plane curve 0; we 

see from (11) for i>l that cos~ projects the position vector 

of a point in R n onto the Xj +1 axis and sin 0; projects the 

position vector onto the subspace of Rn spanned by {xl, ... ,x'tl. 

The vectors in R n that span the plane of curve 0; are X; +1 and 

a vector v from the subspace spanned by {Xl' ... ,X;}. The vector v 

gives the direction that 0; leans from the x;+l-axis. A 

coordinate curve, ~, is in a plane determined by ~~ and a 
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vector, v, from the subspace spanned by {x1, ••• ,X;}, i~2. To see 

this let v=lltxl+ ... +ajxj, aj ER, by (11) each Xj has sinOj as a 

factor. So we see v changes in magnitude but not in direction 

as OJ varies. Furthermore Xj +1 =Lcos 0; sin 0;+1 • •• sin 0n_l so the Xj +1 

component of the coordinate curve changes in magnitude but 

does not change its direction as OJ changes. So the coordinate 

curve, OJ, stays in the plane determined by ~~ and v. The 

tangent vector of the OJ coordinate curve, denoted by ao j , is 

the sum of an ~+1 vector and a vector from the subspace 

spanned by {xl, ... ,xJ, i~2 (see figure 30). 

The axis of rotation of OJ is the (~+2)-axis, for 2sisn-

2. This is because each rotation in a plane is determined by 

a rotation about an axis perpendicular to the plane. This 

plane is determined by two vectors from the space spanned by 

{xl, ... ,xj+l} Xj+2 is always perpendicular to this subspace. 

Furthermore since we are using spherical coordinates the 

Xj +3' ••• , Xn vector components have been projected off the 

position vector when determining OJ by rotating about the 

(Xj+2 ) -axis in the space spanned by {x1, ... ,Xj +1}. The distance to 

the Xj+2 -axis in this subspace is L(sinOj+1) ••• (sinOj_1 ) for isn-

2. Let t(Oj) be the point a distance 

L(cosOj+J)(sinOj+2)(sinO;+3) ••• (sinOn_l) along the X;+2-axis. Now 

t(Oj) is in the plane determined by ~'s rotation about the 

X; +2 -axis. For 0n_l there is no fixed axis of rotation since 

0n_l rotates in great circles about t. If one changes the axis 



of rotation then the great circle which is rotated about is 

also changed. 

The tangent vector of 61 has components in the X1X2 -

plane. The axis of rotation of ~ is perpendicular to the 

x1x2-plane, and so also has many axes of rotation. But 61 

coordinate curves are in planes which are always parallel 

with the ~x2-plane (see figure 31). 
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For each distinct tuple (fJj+I , ••• ,6n _I ), the coordinate curve 

6; determines a distinct plane perpendicular to the ~+2-axis, 

for 15i5n-2. This plane is determined by two independent 

vectors, one from the span of {xl, ... ,xJ and the other being Xj+l. 

These distinct planes, corresponding to distinct tuples 

(fJ;+I,. .. ,6n _I), contain coordinate curves of 6; which we shall 

call parallel coordinate curves. Similarly ~ coordinate 

curves are parallel with the x1x2-plane (see figure 31). 

There are two freedoms of rotation that the covering 

prisms have about t (see figure 24): 

(i) the axis of a prism may be rotated to any direction 

in Rn about t. This is transitivity of the action of rotation 

on Sn-I. 

(ii) the base (n-1)-cube may be rotated to any 

orientation in Rn
-

I leaving the prism I s axis fixed. This is 

transitivity of the action of rotation on Sn-I. 

The orientation of the edges of CT with respect to R n is 

the same as that of C, because the distance, L, separating 



corresponding base cube vertices of Cr and C, is fixed, and 

because t in C, corresponds to T in Cr and vertices of C, 

that correspond to vertices of Cr are separated by the 

distance L. 
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Now t is the center of disc D, therefore, since the base 

cube of a prism is inscribed in D, t is also the intersection 

point of the 2"-2 diagonals of a covering prism's (n-1)-base 

cube. Hence the same is true of T. 

By (ii) the base (n-1)-cube at T may be oriented with 

the axes determined by the tangent vectors of the non-radial 

spherical coordinates at T, since spherical coordinates are 

orthogonal coordinates and the prism's axis is parallel with 

the radial tangent vector at T. 

By (i) the axis of the covering prism may be rotated 

along a coordinate curve 8;, by discrete angles. The tangent 

base cubes, Cr , intersect discrete angles (see figure 13). 

The base (n-1)-cube, Cr , whose edges are parallel with 

{a81 , ••• ,a8n_, } intersect angles 

0; (81, ••• ,8n _I )=2arctan( Ss /2L(sin8n_, ) ••• (sin81+1 » along 8; 

coordinate curves for each lsisn-1. 

To see this let a ball, ~, be inscribed in the base 

(n-1)-cube, Cr. The diameter of ~ equals the edge length of 

base cube, Cr. This length is ~. Because spherical 

coordinates are orthogonal coordinates and the edges of Cr 

are parallel with the tangent vectors of the coordinate 



curves then the tangent vector, ao j , of the coordinate curve 

OJ determines an (n-2)-face of Cr , namely the face of Cr 

whose edges are all perpendicular to alaO j • ~ is tangent to 

each (n-2)-face of Cr. alaO; determines two (n-2)-faces of 
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Cr. One in the positive ala~ direction from T and the other 

face in the negative ala OJ direction from T (see figure 32). 

Each of these faces is ~/2 from T. Let the tangent points of 

Br and Cr in the positive and negative directions of alaO j be 

denoted F;+ and F;- respectively, so aO j and the direction T F;+ 

are parallel at T. 

The vector ala OJ is tangent, at T, to the circle of 

rotation determined by ~, the center of this circle is t(Oj). 

Therefore the angle <t(Oj)TF;+ is a right angle. 50 we have 

a j (01, ..• ,On_I)/2=arctan( Ss 12L(sinO'+I) ••• (sinOn_I». Therefore the 

angle a j intersected by the tangent segment, F;+ F;- on the 

circle determined by coordinate curve OJ is 

a j =arctan ( SS 12L (sin OJ+1 ) ••• (sin On_I) ). This determines an angle 

on the coordinate curve OJ or an interval on the domain of 

definition for OJ. 

Let a 0:: 2arctan(Ss 12L) then asaj for all i. Let a'=a-6a 

where 6 «1. 

a' <a implies a' <aj for 1sisn-1. 

This means that if the spherical coordinates of a point 

p on sn-l(t,L) are within an angle a' of the spherical 

coordinate representation of a tangent point, T, for each 
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coordinate, then p is covered by CT. The angle, a'<n/2 since 

L~O and L is the adjacent leg of the right triangle-

(t( fJ; )TF;+) (see figure 32). We have that the ray tp is not 

parallel to the subspace, Sub, spanned by the vectors 

corresponding to the edges of CT. Let tpn (Sub)=q "" (qt, ... ,qn-t) • 

If qECT then I q; T I <Ss /2, however if this were not true then 

arctan(~/L»a>a' and this is contradictory to our assumption 

about p. Therefore qECT • 

To cover sn-t(t,L) means that ray tpn CT ¢0 for some 

tangent cube, CT , in the prism cover. A tangent cube 

congruent to a base cube which is oriented with the tangent 

vectors, 8fJ;, covers an angle a, in each coordinate curve, fJ;. 

We have just seen that if p=(L, fJ.<p) , ••• , 6n_.cP» is such that 

fJ; (p) - 6; (T) < a' for all lsisn-1, then p is covered by CT. That 

is (Ray tp)n(subspace spanned by 

{8fJt (T), ••• ,86n_t (T)} )=q ... (qt, ... ,qn-t) ECT • 

Now we place a set of tangent points on Sn-l(t ,L) so that 

for each point p=(L,61(p), ... ,6n_1(p» of Sn-l(f,L) there exists a 

tangent point in the set of tangent points such that 

fJ; (p)-6; (T)<a'. We partition each of the n-1 intervals on 

which the coordinates ~ take their values, by intervals of 

length a' (see figure 33). 

For fJ;, if one partitions the coordinate interval of 

definition by intervals of length a' then each value 

6;E[O,~] is within some closed interval of length a'. Let 

the endpoints of these partitioning intervals of [O,~] 



correspond to the allowed coordinates for tangent points of 

covering cubes. 
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There are infinitely many parallel coordinate curves, 8, 

(see figure 30). This is because each distinct tuple 

(8,+t,. .. ,8n _ t) determines a distinct plane perpendicular to the 

~+2 axis. Therefore each tangent cube whose tangent point's 

coordinates changes one of these coordinates in the tuple, 

changes the parallel plane associated with the ~ coordinate. 

Each of these parallel coordinate curves of coordinate 8" is 

partitioned by the same number of intervals (see figure 34). 

All possible combinations of the partition end point's 

values over all different coordinates 8{ for Isisn-I, gives 

the set of (n-I)-tuples for all the possible tangent points 

on sn-t(f,L). Therefore for p=(L,8t(p), ... ,8n_t(p» we have 8, (p)-

8,(T)<a', Isisn-I, for some one tangent point T, since all 

combinations of such (n-I)-tuples whose coordinate values are 

end points of partitions are in the set of tangent points. In 

other words 8,(p) is in some partitioned interval of [O,~]. 

That interval has endpoints from which we select coordinates 

of a tangent point. Making these selections for all n-I 

coordinates gives one of the combinations of interval 

endpoints which is in the set of tangent points. 

Let ~ be defined on the interval [O,~]. We partition 

this interval by intervals whose endpoints are 
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0, a', 2 a' , ••• , [ qj / a' ] a', qj. We include the points 0 and qj 

in the partition because the poles of the coordinates must be 

covered so that coordinate curves are well defined. 

Coordinate curves are not defined at the poles, only ~ has no 

pole. Therefore there are [~/a']+2 tangent points for the 

coordinate OJ, for I<i<n-I. For 01 we use 0, a', 

2a' , ••• ,[~/a']a', 2n as partition end points. However 2n=O 

on the plane so we need [ql / a' ]+1 tangent points for 01. Now 

~=2n, ~=n, (I<i<n-I), so if a' is known the number of 

tangent points can be determined. 

If we need llt covering cubes along 01 then for two 

directions on S2 (t,L) we would need llt a2 covering cubes. 

Considering three directions for each cube in the third 

direction we would need llta2 covering cubes to cover the other 

two directions that are associated with this one cube. 

Therefore for three directions we need llta2a3 covering cubes 

to cover S3 (t,L). The pattern is now clear for Sn-l(t ,L) we need 

a1 a2 ••• an_I covering cubes. 

Another way to view this is that for the coordinate of a 

tangent point (OI(T), .•. ,On_l(n) we know all possible values of 

the ~(T) coordinate of a tangent point. So the number of all 

combinations of these values for each coordinate is given by 

multiplying together the number of possible entries for each 

coordinate in the (n-I)-tuples which gives the number of 

tangent points. 
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We see that to count the number of covering cubes needed 

to cover Sn-1(t ,L) we multiply together the number of covering 

cubes, or partitioning intervals, needed to cover each of the 

coordinate curves 8j , 1sisn-1. So the number of prisms needed 

to cover an angular coordinate, 8j , is [rr/a']+2, for 2sisn-1. 

Similarly, it takes [2rr/ a' ]+1 prisms to cover 81 , since 81 has 

no poles. 

However we want to represent this in terms of a not a', 

where a'=a-(ja and (j«1. Now rr/a'=rr/a+(rr/a)«(j /(l-(j) so (j 

may be chosen small enough so that [rr/a']=[rr/a]+1. Therefore 

the number of prisms needed to cover an angular coordinate, 

8j , is [rr/a]+3, for 2sisn-1. Similarly, it takes [2rr/a]+2 

prisms to cover 81 • 

Therefore, ([2.1l' / a] + 2)([.1l' / a] + 3r-2 
... M, is the maximum 

number of prisms, rotated about t, needed to cover the 

sphere, sn-l(t,L) of radius L, using this process of covering 

Sn-1(t ,L) by identifying tangent points on Sn-l(t ,L) with respect 

to selected coordinate curves on sn-l(t ,L). 

We have positioned these tangent points so that if we 

place at these points tangent cubes which are congruent to 

CT , whose edges are aligned with the non-radial tangent 

vectors at the tangent points then Sn-l(t,L) is covered. This 

is because if P ES n
-

1(t,L) then it is either within a' of a 

pole or it has well defined spherical coordinates. Let 

p=(L,81(p), ... ,8n_1(p» be well defined. Each 8{ (p) is within a' of 

an end point of a partition interval of [O,~]. By 



construction the tangent points are all combinations of the 

values of the partition interval end points for each 

coordinate. Therefore there exists a tangent point 

T=(L'(}l(T)""'(}n_l(T» such that (}j (p)-(}j (T)<a' for lsisn-l. 
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So we have given a procedure for covering A with prisms 

whose one base cube is in the compliment of Q such that there 

are never more than M prisms in the cover. 
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IV. THE HYPERBOLIC CASE 

§9 Structures on Hyperbolic Space and the Uniform Exterior 

Cone 

H2 has several concrete models on which one may define 

the parallel constructs that we must use to state and prove 

the theorem on H2 as we used in the analogous theorem on R". 

We will use two of these models, namely, the open upper half 

plane, H, with metric dS 2=(:2)(d.t2 +dy2 ) and the open unit 

2 

disc, U, with metric dS 2 =(\ ! 2\) (d.t 2+dy2). In each of 
I-x -y 

these models the metric, the Riemannian measure, and the 

Laplacian are different. We can go back and forth between 

these two models of H2 by means of the isometric 

homeomorphism, 

(12) w(z)=l\(Z-~»)\ for zEH. 
(z + I) 

Distance between two points is the infimum of all 

lengths determined with respect to the metric by integrating 

over all curves joining the two points. This infimum is 

associated with a geodesic path between the two points. The 

distance function for the upper half plane is: 

(13) PH(Z, w) ... In( Oz - ~1+lz - wl)\ [K]. 
\ Oz - wl-Iz - wI») 

The distance function for the unit disc is: 



Pu (z, w) = In(1 + 0 w - zlM - Z"wl)\ [S ]p21 
\1- Ow - zl~ 1- fwl») 
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An isometry between Hand U means PH(Z,W) ... Pu(f(z),f(w» where f 

is a homeomorphism from H to U. When we talk about length 

between two points on hyperbolic space we mean the length 

determined by the distance function. By a line between two 

points we will mean the unique geodesic determined by the two 

points.[S] This geodesic is the path whose length between the 

two points is given by the distance function. H2 may be 

embedded in Euclidean 2-space by the inclusion map. Therefore 

the distance between two points in H2 may be considered with 

respect to the Euclidean distance. If this is done we will 

refer to this distance as Euclidean distance. When we refer 

to a line between two points we mean the unique geodesic in 

H2 which connects the two points. Sometimes for emphasis we 

say hyperbolic line. If we view points in H2 as points in 

Euclidean space then we may also have Euclidean lines. If 

this is done we will refer to the lines in Euclidean space as 

Euclidean lines (see figure 35). 

An open ball in H2 is determined with respect to a fixed 

distance along all lines which are centered at a given point. 

An open ball in H2 is a Euclidean ball except the center is 

placed different from the Euclidean ball's center.[S]p22 

The subgroups of automorphisms which are characterized 

by the property of being orientation preserving isometries 

for the two models of H2 are also different. In the upper 
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half space the orientation preserving isometries are given by 

PSL(2,R). In the unit disc the orientation preserving 

isometries are given by the elements 

(: ~ EPSL(2,C) 

such that la 12 -I el2 = 1, where for z EU we get w(z) ... \( az + ~\) • 
cz +a 

Both models of H2 have global coordinates. Both models 

are manifolds of dimension two. We may choose either global 

coordinates or local coordinates to formulate our results and 

make our constructions. The local coordinates of H2 are R2 

coordinates. 
a2 a2 

On the upper half plane ll ... _y2(-2 +----r), ax iJy 

Riemannian measure dVol = (:2) dxdy • 

.. (2 2 )2 ( a 2 a2 
\ On the unl.t dl.sC II = - I-x - Y \-2 +-?) , 

ax ay-

( ., .,) a a v = I-x- -y- (ax' ay) and Riemannian measure 

( 1 \ 
dVol =\(I_x2 _y2)2)dxdY • 

a a v = y(-,-) and 
ax ay 

The orientation of a normal vector at each boundary 

point of Q is outward. 

using local coordinates we may define C1(aQ) in a similar 

manner as we define C1(aQ') on Rn That is for x EaQ we find an 

open set Ux containing x such that the origin of the local 



coordinates is at x and the positive ~(x) coordinate axis 

points into n and are oriented by the right hand rule. The 

neighborhood U,% has local coordinates (Yl(a)'Y2(a» for a EU,%. 
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The boundary of n is of class C1(8Q) if there exists an open 

set V ... R n U,% such that R n(Yl(X)'Y2(X» = (0,0) and there exists a 

function g EC1(V), where V is the closure of V, such that 

8Q n U,% has a representation Y2'" g(Yl) for Yl EV. We can define 

a normal by means of the gradient. This is true for either of 

the two models of H2. The normal to an at x in H2 is given 

by n(x)=(VYlg(Yl),-l). It is clear that the outward normal is not 

equal to zero at any point on an. 

We now use H as our model of H2. 

We define an exterior cone, C'J.h(x) with respect to a 

normal vector to xEan which is oriented outward relative to n 

at x. The cone's angle of inclination, fi, is defined with 

respect to this normal vector. Let y' or y'(x) be the line in 

H determined by n(x). The line y' is either a vertical line 

or a semicircle. The cone's height, h, is measured along y'. 

The (hyperbolic) line y' which contains x has n(x) as its 

tangent vector at x (see figure 36). 

Let us denote one of the two Euclidean rays beginning at 

x that are determined by n(x) and the angle fi by r;. Denote 

the other such Euclidean ray by r;. Let s+ be the (hyperbolic) 

line that has its tangent vector at x parallel with r;. 
Similarly we define the line s- which has its tangent vector 
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parallel to ri at x. The two sides of the cone with vertex x 

are given by s+ and s-. At most only one of the sides may be a 

vertical line (see figure 16). 
Let us now define the third edge of this cone. Let p' be 

the point a distance h from x along y', in the positive 

direction of n(x). 

Now pick any element t' of the segment on y' determined 

by x and p'. Let the line coming from t' which is 

perpendicular to s+ intersect s+ at the point denoted 

s;(t'). [5] Similarly let S~(f') be a point on s- at which the 

line coming from t' that is perpendicular to s- intersects s-. 

The triangles 6 -XS;(f')t' and 6 -XS;(f')t' are right triangles by 

construction. We have two equations for right triangles,[B] 

sin (p)sinh (PH (X,f'» = sinh(pH(t',s~ (f'») and 

sin (p)sinh (PH (X,f'» = sinh (PH (f',s; (f'»). [B] 

This implies PH(f',S; (f'» = PH (f',S;(f'» (see figure 37). 

Now the metric is continuous and so is the function 

sinh, so as t' approaches x, t' also approaches s; (f'). Let 

f(f') = h - PH(X,t'). The function f is continuous on the segment 

on y' determined by x and p'. The value of f at t'=x is hand 

the value of f at t'=p' is o. Define g(f')-PH(t',S;(t'». The 

function g is continuous with respect to t'. The value of g 

at t'=x is 0 and the value of g at t'=p' is h. The function g 

is an increasing function as t' moves on y' from x to p'. 

Similarly f is a decreasing function as t' moves on y' from x 



to p'. Hence the graphs of f and g intersect. Let t be the 

point on y' for which f(t)=g(t) (see figure 37). 
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Let s; =s; (1) be the point on s+ which corresponds to t I =t. 

Similarly let s; =s~ (1). Define the third edge of the cone as 

the arc from s; to s; of the circle with (hyperbolic) center t 

and radius PH(1,S;)=PH(t,sO-)=PH(1,p')=rd such that the arc 

contains the point p'. This value, ~, of the hyperbolic 

radius is independent of x and n(x). The point t is 

determined only by distance along y' from x, hence is 

determined independently of x. 

The circle with center at t and radius rd by 

construction is tangent to the lines or semicircles s+ and s-. 

The ball Brd (1) is contained in one of these semicircles and is 

exterior to the other semicircle, hence is contained within 

the wedge that has vertex x and that has s+ and s- as edges. 

§10 Subgroups and Fundamental Domains 

The group PSL(2,R) is the group of orientation preserving 

isometries on the upper half space. Let G be the subgroup of 

PSL(2,C) such that for (: ~ EPSL(2,C) we have lal 2 -lcl2 
- 1. The 

subgroup G is the orientation preserving isometries on U. A 

Fuchsian group, r, is a subgroup of PSL(2,R) or G which acts 

on H2 invariantly and discontinuously. [K] r acts on H2 in a 

discontinuous manner if and only if r is discrete[S]p32. Each 
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Fuchsian subgroup, r, of G or PSL(2,R) corresponds to a 

fundamental domain, which is a polygon [K]p61. If the 

fundamental domain is compact then r is said to be cocompact 

(see figure 38 for a fundamental domain in U). 

A subgroup of G has four types of group elements that 

compose it. These elements are determined by the number of 

fixed points they have as actions on H2, and the ratio of the 

eigenvalues of their faithful matrix representation. These 

group element types are: (i) Hyperbolic, which has a positive 

eigenvalue ratio not equal to 1 and two fixed points. (ii) 

Elliptic, whose eigenvalue ratio has modulus 1, and two fixed 

points. (iii) Parabolic, which has one eigenvalue and one 

fixed point. (iv) Loxodromic, are the rest. However, G for U 

has no loxodromic elements.[S] This implies that the same is 

true for WGW- 1 a subgroup acting on H, where W is an 

isometry with determinant equal to 1. W is given in equation 

(17) above. If r is cocompact then it has no parabolic 

elements.[K] Normally a distinction is made between a 

polygon'S side and its edge. However, if r has no finite 

cyclic subgroups then it has no elliptic elements, and no 

distinction needs to be made between a polygon'S side and its 

edge. We are interested in fundamental domains whose 

associated discrete subgroup, r, has only hyperbolic 

elements. These subgroups are also associated with Riemann 

surfaces for which H2 is a covering space. The fundamental 



domains associated with discrete hyperbolic subgroups all 

have 4g edges where g is an integer. This dependence on 4g 

may be linked to these subgroups' relation to Riemann 

surfaces [K]. F is a fundamental domain on H2 if 

(14) U(gF)=H 2
, and if FO ngFO = 0 for all g EG \ {id}, 

BEG 

where FO is the interior of F [K]. This last property is 

exactly what is needed for H2 to be partitioned by F (see 

figure 39). 
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We want to partition H2 by compact fundamental domains. 

This will be the analogous construction on H2 as the 

partition of Rn by lattice cubes. 

Each discrete subgroup has a fundamental domain 

associated with it [Kp54,31]. The fundamental domain may be 

determined from a discrete subgroup either by partitioning H2 

by the orbits of the discrete subgroup's action on H2, and 

determining maximal connected open sets in H2 determined by 

these orbits. Or the fundamental domain may be determined by 

taking a point p in H which is not fixed by any element of 

the subgroup, such points exist [K], and with respect to this 

point define the Dirichlet region centered at p to be 

Dp(r)={zEH:PH(Z,P)SPH(Z,gp)VgEr}.[K] This Dirichlet region is 

a fundamental domain for the given discrete subgroup. 

We used lattice cubes to partition R". We will partition 

H2 by fundamental domains which are compact polygons (see 
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figure 38). A polygon in H2 is determined by a set of 

vertices. The edges or I-faces of the polygon are unique 

geodesics containing adjacent vertices of the polygon. 

polygons which satisfy (14) are fundamental domains. 

If we can partition Q C H2 with fundamental domains in 

an analogous manner as we partitioned Q C R" by lattice cubes, 

then we can use the results of lemma 1 to show that the lower 

bound of the spectrum of (~D-~) is strictly positive on 
4 

L2(Q) C L2(H2) as we did for e(Q')C L2(R"). 

One may either begin with a discrete subgroup, G, of the 

group of isometries of H2 and determine a fundamental domain 

associated with it on H2, or one may start with a fundamental 

domain of H2 and determine the discrete subgroup of the group 

of isometries of H2 from the geometric properties of the 

fundamental domain. We will do the latter. First we will 

state the properties our fundamental domain will have. The 

interior angles are the inside angles at the vertices of the 

polygon F. 

If F is compact with a finite number of edges and that 

number is divisible by 4, and each edge has the same finite 

length and the sum of all 4g interior angles is 2n then F is 

a fundamental domain [S]p84 (see figure 40). We will call a 

fundamental domain for which each edge is of equal length 

symmetric. 
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Suppose F is a compact, symmetric fundamental domain 

with 4g edges and associated subgroup signature (g;O) such 

that F's center is at the origin of U. Because F is symmetric 

it is easy to see that the central angle intersected by an 

edge is 2rr/4g (see figure 41). 

There are formulas relating the area of a fundamental 

domain with its interior angles and its signature. For a 

fundamental domain F, and an associated subgroup r that has 

signature (g;O), we have ~(u\r)=2rr(2g-2) [K]p91. We also have 

~(u\r)=~(F) [V] p147. Where ~(u\r) is the area of (u\r), the 

unit disc partitioned by the orbits of r. One may think of 

(u\r) as a Riemann surface. For a non-Euclidean polygon its 

non-Euclidean area is 

rr(4g-2)-(sum of the interior angles) [S]p28. For fundamental 

domain F, this implies that the sum of its interior angles is 

2rr. 

If F is a symmetric fundamental domain then F 

corresponds to a discrete subgroup, r, of G or PSL(2,R) which 

is a hyperbolic subgroup.[S] The discrete subgroup that is 

associated with this region is generated by a finite set of 

edge pairing hyperbolic group elements each which in turn may 

be generated by a pair of reflections through the polygon's 

paired edges. That is a pair of geodesics identify a third 

geodesic. This third geodesic determines a pencil of 

geodesics perpendicular to it [B]. The edges paired by a 

hyperbolic generating element must be of the same length. The 
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Fuchsian groups associated with such fundamental domains are 

composed of hyperbolic group elements which act invariantly 

on H2. Each hyperbolic element has exactly two fixed points 

when acting on H2. These fixed points are two vertices of the 

fundamental domain. These fixed points determine a geodesic 

which in turn determines a pencil of parallel lines. The 

paired edges of one of the hyperbolic generators are in such 

a pencil. 

The generators transform F to another fundamental domain 

which shares the common paired edge. When a generator, g', 

acts on F we have 

g'F nF=(an edge of F which is its paired edge in g'F) 

The discrete subgroup, r, associated with a fundamental 

domain, F, may be characterized by its signature (g;O). The 

number zero in this signature indicates that no elliptic 

cycles exist in r. Elliptic cycles do not exist if r has no 

elliptic elements. F is compact so r has no parabolic 

elements. Therefore F may be associated with a discrete 

subgroup of G or PSL(2,R) which has only hyperbolic elements. 

The number of edges of F is 4g. 

These fundamental regions contain an inscribed ball 

whose radius depends on g. 

g=«the number of edges of the polygon)/4). 

We will use U as our model of H2. In U the Euclidean 

rays which begin at the origin are also hyperbolic lines 

[S]p24. 
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About the origin in U identify 4g equal angles. Pick one 

point along each ray equal distance from the origin. The 

origin and two such points along two adjacent rays determine 

an isosceles triangle. Since these 4g isosceles triangles are 

congruent the edges of the polygon determined by these 4g 

points along the 4g rays are all of equal length. So if the 

length along the rays from the origin is chosen so that each 

of the 4g interior angles is n/2g then this compact polygon 

would be a symmetric fundamental domain with an associated 

discrete hyperbolic subgroup with signature (g;O). This 

polygon contains a point called the center which is equal 

distance from each of its vertices. 

Does such a length for rays coming from the origin of U 

exist? The metric on U is (l-x 2 -lr2(dx2 +dy2) so as x and y 

approach zero this metric approaches the Euclidean metric. 

Therefore an interior angle approaches n-n/2g. Then the sum 

of the interior angles approaches 4gn-2n. Since g~2 this is 

greater than 2n. A fundamental domain must satisfy the 

condition that the sum of the interior angles equals 2n. If 

(x 2 +y2)-+1 in Euclidean space then at each vertex of the 

hyperbolic polygon the interior angle approaches zero, so 

4g(0)=0. This is because lines are perpendicular to the 

Disc's boundary. If the interior angle of a symmetric 

hyperbolic polygon centered at the origin is a continuous 

decreasing function as a function of the distance the 



vertices are from the origin then there exists a symmetric 

polygon which is a fundamental domain. 
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The center of the Euclidean circle whose arc is the 

hyperbolic line between adjacent vertices of the polygon is 

on the bisector of two adjacent rays determined by the origin 

and the two adjacent vertices of a symmetric polygon. This is 

because the triangle formed by the angle at the origin, the 

two rays from the origin to the adjacent vertices and the 

side opposite the central angle of a symmetric polygon is an 

isosceles triangle. We will call this center of an Euclidean 

circle q (see figure 42). Consider the Euclidean triangle 

formed by the origin, q, and one of the intersection points 

of the hyperbolic line with Euclidean center q with the 

adjacent rays (see figure 42). The angle at the origin equals 

one half the measure of the interior angle of the symmetric 

hyperbolic polygon formed about the equal central angles. The 

equal angle of the hyperbolic isosceles right triangle formed 

by the three points; (i) the origin, (ii) a vertex of the 

polygon, and (iii) the intersection point of the central 

angle bisector with the line joining two adjacent rays, 

equals the angle at the origin of the Euclidean triangle 

formed from the three vertices; (i) the polygon'S vertex, 

(ii) the origin, and (iii) q (see figure 42 and 43). The 

angle at the origin of this isosceles triangle may be 

determined through Euclidean geometry. That is the geometry 

of the triangle determined by the three points; (i) the 
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origin, (ii) the center of the Euclidean circle (which 

determines geodesics in U) that is q, and (iii) one of the 

two vertices of the hyperbolic polygon (see figure 42). using 

the Euclidean Sine Law and Cosine Law the interior angle of a 

symmetric polygon centered at the origin is found to be a 

continuous, decreasing function of the polygon's vertices 

distance from the origin. So for any polygon which has equal 

central angles and with vertices equal distant from the 

origin there exists a distance along rays from the origin 

such that this symmetric polygon is a fundamental domain. 

Since F is a symmetric fundamental domain the measure of 

an interior angle is 2n/4g. An isosceles triangle in F is 

determined by the three points identified as two adjacent 

vertices and the origin (see figure 44). If one bisects the 

central angle of this isosceles triangle one gets a right 

isosceles triangle such that the measure of the two congruent 

angles is n/4g (see figure 43). 

Therefore for a s=n/4g and rs labeled as in (figure 43) 

we have from the trigonometric relations for right isosceles 

triangles, that cot( as )=cosh( rs) [B]. 

Hence, with each compact, symmetric polygon with 4g 

edges and whose interior angles sum to 2n, we can fit balls 

of radii which range from rs-1 to rs ' where 

rs -In(cot(as>-Jcot 2(as>-1) for a s=n/4g. 

We see rs increases as 9 increases. 
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So we will use a fundamental domain characterized by g 

when r
S

- l <r~rs' where r is the radius of the maximal ball 

contained in Q. 

We can also find the vertices of such a compact 

symmetric fundamental region in U which has the origin of U 

as its center. These vertices in U are the points a distance 

~ from the origin along hyperbolic lines which are also 

Euclidean rays which begin at the origin. From 

cosh(r;) = cosh 2 (rs ) , [B], we get 

r; "" In ( cot 2 (0 s) - J""'CO-t-:"4 -( o-s-)---1 ) • 

Given a ray from the center of F in an arbitrary direction, 

say along the positive x-axis, the other vertices are then 

evenly separated from each other by angles of measure 

n/2g=20s ' where the vertex of these angles is at the origin. 

The formulas for rs and r; do not depend on the position of 

the center point of F in U. This is because r is a group of 

isometries therefore angles are invariant as F is 

transformed. Since, by (14) F may be transformed by 

isometries to fill H2. 

In Rn the partitioning sets were lattice cubes and we 

could choose the edge length of our lattice cubes in an 

arbitrary fashion, in H2 we have seen this will not be the 

case. 

In the theorem we are given the radius, r, of the 

maximal ball contained in Q. We can partition U by 
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fundamental domains of index (g;O) that contains a ball of 

radius r such that 'g_lsrs'g where 'g and 'g-1 depend only on 

the index (g;O). 

We will partition H2 by fundamental domains which are 

compact, symmetric polygons. 

Since we only need a partition of H2 we will always 

assume one of the fundamental domains of U has the origin as 

its center. 

§ll Hyperbolic Prisms 

Since we can partition nCH 2 with fundamental domains 

described in the previous section in an analogous manner as 

we partitioned nCR" by lattice cubes, then we can use the 

results of strict positivity of (IlD -i) on L2(Qlp), that is 

the L2(Q) functions restricted to a prism, P, with mixed 

Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, to show that (IlD-~) 

is strictly positive on L2(Q) C L2(H2) as we did for IlD on 

e(Q')C L2(R"). That is by partitioning the fundamental domains 

into classes such that if two fundamental domains are in the 

same class then their covering prisms do not intersect. We 

cover each fundamental domain by a finite fixed maximal 

number of prisms. We then sum over these prisms to determine 

the Rayleigh quotient. 

In this section we will use H as our model of H2. 
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We will define a right prism of axial length L and with 

a base edge length which is greater than or equal to 2~. 

These prisms will be quadrilaterals whose distance between 

bases, also called its axial length, is L. This axial line 

connects the centers or midpoints of the two bases of the 

prism. This axial line will be perpendicular to both base 1-

cubes at their centers (see figure 17). 

Since we will prove our first lemma about a prism with 

respect to horocycle coordinates, we will show how to 

identify a prism with the help of horocycle coordinates (see 

figure 45). To identify a prism with the help of horocycle 

coordinates in H we need to first identify two points 

separated by a distance L. Let t be given, where t is the 

center of the disc inscribed in an exterior cone, ep,h(X) , such 

that x n F;o! 0, where F is a fundamental domain. pick any 

p EiJBL (t). These two points determine a unique hyperbolic line 

[S]p17. Let (x/,O) and (X~,O) be the intersection points of 

this unique line with the x-axis. Translate the origin to 
. h ' , el.t er XI or x2 • 

The point t and the origin determine a Euclidean cord on 

this geodesic. The Euclidean perpendicular bisector of this 

cord intersected with the y-axis determines the Euclidean 

center of a horocycle, h(t}, containing t. This is because t 

and the origin are of equal Euclidean distance from this 

circle's Euclidean center. So a horocycle is a circle, which 

in this case contains t, that is tangent to the x-axis. 
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Similarly there is a horocycle, h(p), containing p, which is 

determined by p, the origin, and the intersection of the 

Euclidean perpendicular bisector of this cord with the y-axis 

(horocycle coordinates) (see figure 46). 

In horocycle coordinates the geodesics in H that have 

one end at the origin, are perpendicular to the horocycles 

which are tangent to the x-axis at the origin. One component, 

p, of horocycle coordinates is given by the distance from a 

fixed horocycle along a line with one end at the origin. This 

coordinate identifies horocycles. The tangent vector of this 

coordinate is perpendicular at each point to the coordinate 

curve along which one measures the other coordinate, T, as 

the distance from the y-axis along the horocycles. This 

coordinate identifies lines that have one of their end points 

at the origin (see figure 17). 

Given t as the hyperbolic center of the ball, B~V), 

inscribed in an exterior cone C~h(X). Let p be a point on 

aBL(t). The prism will be defined with respect to these two 

points t and p. Let y be the unique line containing t and p. 

Translate along the x-axis so that one of the end points of y 

is at the origin. The point t and the origin determine a 

unique horocycle, h(t), containing t. The axis of the prism 

will be y. One of the prism's (I)-dimensional bases, ~t), 

will be contained in h(t). The horocycle h(t) is 

perpendicular to y at the point where y intersects h(t). 
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This intersection point, t, will be in one of the prism's 

bases (see figure 46). 

Both h(t) and aB~(t) are (I)-spheres and t is the center 

of BrJ (t) and t is on h (t) so their intersection is two points. 

Now let {v,':v;1 .. h(t)naB
rtl 

(t) Let ej be a circle whose 
• 

Euclidean center is the intersection of the vertical line 

which contains y 's Euclidean center and the Euclidean 

perpendicular bisector of the Euclidean cord of v/, and the 

origin for i=I,2 (see figure 47). Each point of ~ is equal 

distance from y, [S ] [B], and that distance is rd. This is 

because v/, is on ej and v/, is also on aB
rtl 

(t) whereas t is on 

y, so PH(t, \'0 = PIl(t, v~) ... rd • 

The Euclidean line containing p determined by the 

tangent vector to y at p is either parallel to the x-axis or 

it intersects the x-axis at c (see figure 48). The point c is 

the Euclidean center of a hyperbolic line which is 

perpendicular to y at p. Let S(c,p) denote this line. Since 

S(c,p) is a line which intersects y at one point, S(C,p) must 

intersect each of the ~ 's at one point. This intersection is 

a single point since ~'s Euclidean end points are the 

Euclidean end points of y. Therefore since y nS(c,p)- {p}, el 

must also intersect S(C,p) at one point. Let v/"- el nS(c,p) for 

i=I,2. The points v/" and the origin determine lines gl. We 

define the vertices of the prism as VI - gl n h(t) and v/ - gl n h(p) 



for i=1,2 where h(p) is the horocycle tangent to the origin 

containing p. 
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The base of the prism containing p is the segment ~(p) 

on h(p) that has end points ~ and v~ and contains p. Define 

the base containing t as the arc or segment ~(t) on h(t) that 

has end points VI and v2 and contains t. The length of fJ (t) 

is bounded by the length of the arc from vt to v~' on h (t) 

which is greater than 2rd since PH(t, "11- rd and PH(t, v~' - rd , 

however, h(t) is not a line (see figures 50 and 46). 

The prism determined by t and p has ~ , v2 , v:, and v~ as 

its vertices and & and g2 as its axial edges. The arcs fJ(t) 

and 11 (p) are its bases. The line y is perpendicular to ~ (t) 

at t, and by construction this line y is also perpendicular 

to 11(P) at p (see figure 17). 
a 

The vector -- is perpendicular to two circles which 
ap p 

contain the point p, namely, aBL(t), and 5(c,P). This means 

that these two circles are tangent at p. 50 either 

BL(t)CS(c,p) or 5(C,p) is exterior to BL(t). The line 5(c,p) is 

not contained in BL(t) since BL(t)C H. The point of this is 

that v;''' is outside BL (t). Therefore the unique line determined 

by t and v;'" intersects aBL (t) at V;. 
a 

The vector -- is perpendicular to two circles which 
ap p 

contain the point p, namely, aBL(t), and h(p). This means that 

these two circles are tangent at p. 50 BL (t)C h{P) since h(p) 



contains the origin and BL(t) does not since that would mean 

L = 00 on H. The point of this is that v; and v~ are outside 

By construction the lines y and S(c,p) intersect at 

right angles at p. The line that t and v/" determine also 
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contains the edge of a right triangle. This edge is opposite 

to the right angle which is determined by the lines y and 

S(C,p). This right triangle is determined by the vertices t, 

p, and v;'''. We have PH(P,V;"J-PH(t,v;' .. rd , since v/~'v;'Ee, and p is 

on y and ej is always a distance rd from y. 

We want to measure a - Lptv;", the angle with vertex at t 

that the prism intersects on 8BL (t) (see figure 49). We can 

determine the angle a"" LptV; - Lptv;" that a prism subtends on 

aBL (t) because we have a right triangle, Il-tpv;", whose leg 

opposite the angle, a - Lptv;", that we want to measure has 

length ~ and whose other leg has length L (see figure 50). 

In order that the above makes sense we need to know that 

ej n S(c,p) == v;". If S(c,p) is a vertical line through p this is 

clearly true, otherwise let r' be the Euclidean radius of 

S(c,p). Let G, i=1,2, be the Euclidean centers of the circles 

determined by v/, and the origin and the vertical line at y' s 

Euclidean center (see figure 47). Let cy denote the Euclidean 

center of the line y. Let Cr - (xo'O). The circles, e, , 

determined by the vertical line at cr ' the origin and the 

points v/" i=1,2, intersect S(c,p), in H, at one point, v/", 
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if Icl<r'<lcl+2Icrl, where I. I is the Euclidean distance of 

the indicated point from the origin. It is clear that r'>lcl 

since 5(c,p) intersects y at p. By the triangle inequality 

and since p is not on the x-axis we get r'<lcl+2Icrl. So both 

inequalities are satisfied, thus, el n S(c,p) is a single point 

for i=1,2. 

§ 12 Proof of Lemma 1: Hyperbolic Case 

Proof of lemma 1: (Hyperbolic Case) 

For this proof we will use H as our model of H2. We will 

use a horocycle coordinate system (see figure 45). 

Horocycle coordinates are invariant to translations 

along the x-axis. This allows us to select the origin of H by 

translation along the x-axis so that for any point tEE if P 

is any point a distance L from t, we can find horocycle 

coordinates such that t=(Po,T) and P=(Po+L,T). That T is 

constant means that p and t are on a geodesic which has one 

of its end points at the origin. 

Changing coordinates From upper half space Euclidean 

coordinates to horocycle coordinates we have (see figure 51) 

X=T where this equation corresponds to the circular 

coordinates of the horocycle such that each horocycle has an 

infinite radius. The transform that takes these horizontal 

horocycles to horocycles tangent at the origin are the Mobius 
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transformations in PSL(2,R) which are cross ratios that take 

00 to O. Actions on H by PSL(2,R) are conformal so horocycles 

stay perpendicular to lines. 

y=eP is the Euclidean distance from i to ieP along the y

axis when each horocycle has an infinite radius where p is 

the horocycle radial coordinate with respect to the fixed 

horocycle y-i(?). That is the hyperbolic distance from i to 

i eP is p • This may be checked by using the formula (13). 

So 

( oX lOT Ox loP) 1 
\oy lOT oy lop - 0 

and we get f(lI/)dxdy = fePe-2PdTtlp ... fe-PdTtlp 

The measure (1/y2)dxdy is invariant to translation along 

the x-axis. Thus we see that the Rayleigh quotient is 

invariant with respect to any horocycle coordinate system on 

H, such that the horocycles are tangent at the origin to the 

x-axis. 

The measure (lIy2)dxdy is also the reason why the lower 

bound for the spectrum of the Dirichlet Laplacian is greater 

than or equal to 1/4. This is shown by integrating by parts 

and then using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality [OM]. 

Let P' be a right cubical prism in H2 whose base is 

contained in a ball which is in an exterior cone. pi is given 

in §11 by the vertices VI' v2' \'t', v; and edges gl,g2' 
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1J(t) Ch(t),11(P)C h(P). The axial geodesic between the centers of 

the prism's bases is of length L. For P=P' n g we want to show 

that 

{ f(v/, VI) dVol\ 

«Jl'/4L)2 +(1/4»< II p 2 )1 
JIll dVol 

\ p 

if one of the bases of P is in the compliment of g and P has 

axial length L, and if I ERo.I(Q) such that f is restricted to 

P. 

Many questions about the boundary conditions of P can be 

dismissed looking only at the extreme case, P', as determined 

by the relation PCP' implies AdP' )SAdP). It is further 

assumed that one of the base cubes of P' is contained in ago 

This assures that the minimum possible eigenvalues on Ro.I(Q) 

will be found for P with respect to mixed Dirichlet-Neumann 

boundary conditions for P. 

We have for horocycle coordinates, ds 2 _ dp2 + e 2p d-r2, where 

dT is tangent to a horocycle in R2. This horocycle is in the 

positive half space with respect to the y coordinate. The 

metric 2-form with respect to these horocycle coordinates is 

given by the matrix 

The inverse matrix of gij is given by 
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i) (1 0 ) 
g 0= \0 e-2p 

The Riemannian measure in horocycle coordinates is given 
by If ·dVol = ffe-PdPlb: 

where here e-PdT is the volume element on a horocycle of 

radius eP • 

Vf = apftJp + e
2p

aT fa T • 

Af = -appf + apf - e
2p

an f • 

As in the R" case we look for the weak solution of the 

Laplace operator with respect to Dirichlet boundary 

conditions satisfied by the base 1J{t) of P'. The function f 

has been extended by 0 in H2 \Q. To find the weak solution of 

AD we find the solution to 
f«Vf, Vf) - }..lfI2)e-PdpdT = 0 for f EHo,l(Qlr ). Since AD is self-
P' 

adjoint on Ho,l(Q) it is clear that }. is real and non-

negative. 

We have 

(15) f«Vf, Vf) - }..lfI2)e-PdpdT:" f(laJI 2 + e4plaT fl
2 -}..lfI2 )e-PdpdT: 2: 

P' P' 

f(la JI2 - }..lfl2 )e-PdpdT:. 
P' 

From f(fpf· e-P)pdpdT: - f(fpJ· +lfpl2 - fpf·)e-PdpdT 
P' P' 



we get 

f(fPf* e-piP-Po +L)d-r:- J(JPP!*- !Pf*)e-pdpd-r: = JI!PI 2 e-pdpd-r:, 
• P' P' 

where a/ap is normal to the surface p=(constant). This 

surface is indicated by the letter f in the integral of the 

first term on the left hand side. However the mixed 

Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions apply to the boundary 

integral, so that boundary integral is zero. Therefore 

( 16) JOa ~12 -AI /12 )e -p dpd-r: = fl<-fp~ * + f ~ *)e -p -AI /1 2 e-p]dpd-r: 
P' P ' 

Next we separate variables, namely, f(p,T)=R(p)T(-r:). 

We have A/= -appf +apt- e2 panf =A f. Let f=R( p )T( T) I 

substituting this into A/ we get ~PT+e2PRTn-~T+ART=O. 

This leads to ----!!. = ee + e 2
P A-~ - k , where k is a 

T ( e 
2

p R e 
2

P R ) 

T \ R R 

constant. 

So we have Tn + kT = 0. This is Laplace's equation on an 
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interval on a horocycle with Neumann boundary conditions. Its 

first eigenvalue is zero with eigenfunction T=l or 

T=constant, and the other eigenvalues are positive, that is 



( iJ2 \ I 
k~O. This is because ~ iJ-r:2) on H (Qlp') is self adjoint, so 

k~O. 

The other equation we get from separation of variables 

is, 

The number A is real since it is an eigenvalue of the 

Laplacian with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. 

Because A and k are real (17) is an ordinary differential 

equation so its solutions, R, are real functions. 

Considering weak solutions to (17) we substitute (17) 

into (16) getting 

J{(-Rpp +Rp)R+(-A +ke2P)R2}e-Pd-r:dp~ J{(-Rpp + Rp)R + (-A)R2}e-Pd-r:dp 
p' p' 

since k~O. 

The prism is a compact set so it has discrete 

eigenvalues. Therefore in determining the lowest eigenvalue 

for the prism we may take f=RT such that T=1. This implies 

k=O. 

We have for f=R 

J[(-fppf· + fpfe)e-P - Alfl2 e-P]dpd-r: - J[(-iJppR + iJ pR)R - AI RI2]e-Pdpd-r: e 

P' p' 
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Since R is a real function, after integrating the second term 

by parts this equals 

![(-oppR)R +((1/2) -}..)IRI2]e-PdpdT. 
P' 

![(-oppR)R +((1/2) - }..)IRI2]e-PdpdT ~ fl(-oppR)R + ((1/4) -}..) RI2 ]e-PdpdT 
r r 

since (1/2»(1/4) and IRI2~O. Letting v=(}..-(1/4» we may use 

the Rayleigh quotient to get the first eigenvalue 

for weak solutions to ![(-oppR)R- vfRI 2 ]e-PdpdT-O. However the 
P' 

first eigenvalue of the equation -a~R-VR=O such that R 

satisfies the mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions may 

be found without using the Rayleigh quotient. We have 

The boundary condition is consistent with the mixed 

Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions for the Laplacian. The 

coordinate value Po corresponds to the position of the base 

of the prism which is in the (boundary) compliment of Q. 

Since the variable p, corresponds to the axis of the prism, 

it goes from Po to Po+L. The eigenfunctions of equation (18) 

are sin(jnx/L). And (18) has a lowest eigenvalue 

"t (R)=(.7r 12Li • 
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For arbitrary A we have VI (R)=(n/2L)2 S (A -( 1/4», 

rearranging we have 

( 19 ) A ~ (n 12L)2 + ( 1/4 ) • 

Therefore for R a solution to (18) from (15) and (16) we 

get 

f«Vf,Vf)-AlfI2)e-PdpdT~ f[(-iJppR)R+(1I4-A~RI2]e-PdpdT=O. So for R 
P' p' 

a solution to (18), by adding f)..lfI2e-PdpdT to both sides we 
p' 

get that 

f(Vf, Vf)dVol ~ Jl( -iJppR) + (l/4)IRI2 -)..1 RI2 + )..lfI2]dVol "" ).. J1f12 dVol ~ 
p' p' p' 

[(.7l' 12L)2 + (l/4)]J1fI2dVol 
p' 

where the last inequality comes from (19). And finally 

f<Vf,Vf)dVol ~[(nl L)2 + (11 4)]flfl2dVol which implies that 
P' p' 

( f<Vf,Vf)dVol) 

l
ip' 2 JI~[(n/2Li+(l/4)]. 

J1fl dVol 
\ p' 
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§ 13 Proof of Hyperbolic Lemmas 

Lemma 2: (i) The exterior cone Cp,II(X) at xEOn has an 

inscribed ball of constant radius ~.(ii) The inscribed ball's 

center, t, is a distance PH(x,t)<h, along the line determined 

by the normal to an from x, n(x). Where 

sinh( PH(X,t) )=sinh( rd ) /sin(B). 

Proof of lemma 2 : 

By construction an exterior cone Cp,h(X) contains an 

inscribed ball of radius rd for any xEOn. (O<B<rr/2) Since the 

ball constructed was tangent to the two sides of the cone 

which intersect at the vertex x. The position of t was found 

so that PH(X,t) was a constant independent of x (see figure 

16). 

Lemma 3: (see figure 16 and 17) The prism's base 

contained in the ball of lemma 2 has length Ss which is 

bounded from above by a number greater than 2~. Since the 

base 11 (t) is contained in Br~(t) the end points VI and v2 of 

the base are a distance less than ~ from t. The prism's other 

base, 11 (P), has length 2rd by construction. 

Proof of lemma 3: This is simply the length of 11 (t) • 

11( t) contains t and its endpoints VI and v2 are in i)Br~ (t) • 
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" PH (t, Vi )=rd but h (t) is not a geodesic so the length of the 

arc 1] (t) contained in h (t) that is determined by VI and v2 is 

bounded by a number greater than 2rd • 

Lemma 4: An axial length of L=dF+h for the covering 

prisms, each which has one of its base cubes in BrJ(t) 

contained in an exterior cone related to F, ensures that 

PH (t,a)SL for all aEF. Furthermore d F - 2r; (see figure 52). 

Proof of lemma 4 : 

F is compact so all fundamental domains are compact. 
This is because H2= U (gF) and G is a group of isometries. We 

gEl" 

shall use U as our model of H2 in this section. 
Let dF equal to the diameter of F. dF ... maxPu(z,w). The 

l,wEF 

diameter of each fundamental domain, in the tessellation of 

H2, is dF since again the discrete group associated with F is 

a subgroup of the group of orientation preserving isometries 

of H2. 
d F = maxpu(vi,v), where i, j=l, ••• ,4g, and Vi is a vertex on 

I,j 

F and Vj is a vertex in F. d F .. 2r;. The metric function Pu is 

a continuous function. Therefore since dF is restricted to F, 

a compact set, Pu will attain its maximum on F. Let a,bEF. 

Suppose dF=pu (a,b). Pu (a,b)Spu (a,O)+pu (O,b)s2r; since F can 

be partitioned by 4g isosceles triangles, each isosceles 

triangle having the origin as one of its vertices. Given a 
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vertex of F there is a vertex which forms an angle n at the 

fundamental domain's center with respect to a line between 

the given vertex and this opposite vertex. This is because 

the number of vertices equals 4g, hence, divisible by 2 and 

the lines through the origin of U are also Euclidean lines. 

The sum of these congruent isosceles triangles' angles at the 

origin is 2n so 2g of these angles at the origin form an 

angle of n. This vertex is called the opposite vertex of the 

given vertex. opposite vertices of F are separated by a 

distance 2 r; . 

dF is a constant for all fundamental domains in the 

tessellation that covers H2 by isometric images of F. This is 

true since group actions are isometries. So L=dF+h where h is 

added because t, the center of the ball inscribed inside the 

external cone, is by lemma 2 (ii), within h of any boundary 

point of F. 

That every point of F is covered by some prism whose one 

base is centered at t is clear since each point of F is 

within L of t. 

Lemma 5: The number of classes in the partition of H2, 

by tessellations of fundamental domains, such that the 

covering prisms of different fundamental domains in the same 

class do not intersect is N. Where N satisfies the equality, 



N= (Area ( FJ ) / Area ( F) ). Where FI is a fundamental domain that 

contains a ball of radius L' .. 2L + 3h + 2r8 • 

Proof of lemma 5 : 
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The fundamental domain F is centered at the origin. We 

want to cover F by prisms that have one base in the exterior 

of Q with base center t. The point t is related to F which 

contains a ball of radius r, hence F has a boundary point x 

associated to it. This implies that an exterior cone, Cp,h(X), 

intersected with F ng contains the point x. 

We want to find a fundamental domain, FJ , centered at 

the origin that contains F and contains a ball centered at 

the origin with large enough radius, L', so that the covering 

prisms of F will not intersect the covering prisms of any 

other fundamental domains in the same class as F, that are 

outside FI (see figure 53). 

We want a fundamental domain, FI , centered at the 

origin, such that a ball of radius L' is contained in FI , and 

the center of each fundamental domain Fo in the same class as 

F exterior to FJ is a distance at least 2L+3h+2r
8 

from the 

center of F. Let us use rG for the radius of the maximal ball 

contained in F/. 

The choice of L' will ensure that for any fundamental 

domain Fo in the tessellation of F outside of F/ the covering 

prisms of F and Fo do not intersect. Let to be the center of 
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the disc inscribed in the exterior cone which is associated 

with Fo. The length L is the maximum distance that a covering 

prism of Fo extends from to. The point to may be a distance 

less than h from Fo. The distance L is also the maximum 

distance that a prism of F may extend from t. The point t is 

within a distance h from F. Therefore for the covering 

prism's of F and Fo to not intersect we must have Pu (t,to) > 2L • 

This is assured if L'-2rs-2h~2L since h is an upper bound for 

the distance of t from F and to from Fo. Remember rs is the 

radius of the maximal ball contained in F. The radius of the 

maximal ball contained in ~, ro ' must satisfy the inequality 

ra ~' if the covering prisms of F and Fo are to not 

intersect. Let L'=2L+3h+2rs • 

We will use the theorem: 

Foz: r a discrete group of isometries of the unit disc, 

u, and A a subgroup of r of index N. If r - AI; U"'U ATN is a 

decomposition of r into A -cosets and F is a fundamental 

region of r then 

(i) F/ -T1(F)U"'UTN (F) is a fundamental region of A, 

(ii) if the Area(F) is finite and the measure of the 

boundary of F is zero then Area(Fr)=N(Area(F». [K]p51 

We will now use the topological theory of covering 

spaces applied to graphs to determine the subgroup A of r 
which is finitely generated. 
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r is a free group generated by the 4g edges of F. To the 

free group r, there corresponds a graph X. X is a bouquet of 

circles with common vertex Po, 1C1(X,Po) Ill! r. Let a circle in 

this bouquet be denoted aj for lsjs2g. This bouquet of 

circles has covering spaces. 

Let X be a covering space of X. Define p:X - X as the 

continuous projection. Then from Massey we have: p-1(po) is a 

transitive right r-space. (A right r-space is a space that 

is acted on on the right by f) [M] p161-162. For all 

pEp-1(po)' Gp the isotropy subgroup equals P.~(X,jj)C:Jf1(X,PO)' 

where p. is the map j[1(X ,p) - j[1(X,PO) induced by p. This right 

r-space, p-1(pO)' is isomorphic to the space of cosets 

:Jf1(X,po) I P.1r1(X ,p). We have the index of Gp in f equals the 

number of sheets in the cover of X [M]. The number of sheets 

in the cover equals the cardinality of p-1(po). For each 

pEp-1(po) we have P.~(X,jj) is conjugate in f to p.~(K,X), 

where x is a chosen point in p -1(pa> (see figure @). Let 

A = P.j[1(X,X)", G,;. The subgroup A of r is conjugate to 

P.:Jf1(X,jj), where X,pEp-1(po). 

f is a free group of 4g generators which means its 

graph, X, is a bouquet of 2g circles with a common vertex Po. 

These may be modeled as circles in R2 which intersect at one 

point and have the subspace topology. The circles are given 

an orientation and the inverse elements are given the inverse 

orientation. A covering space of X is a graph X, a set of 
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"branched circles" such that these "branched circles" have 

vertices on them. These "branched circles" with vertices on 

them we will refer to as chains. A branch is a fork or many 

forks that occur at some of the vertices along the chains. We 

call these chains "branched circles" because all the paths 

begin at a base point x and also end at that same base point 

x. Each vertex in X is in the fiber p-t(po) over Po. The 

segments between the vertices in X correspond to the labeled 

circles, aj for lsjs 2g, in X with Po removed. X is the union 

of images of a set of closed curves in R2 all with initial 

and end point x (see figure 54). These images of curves have 

the subspace topology. The projection p maps open intervals 

to open intervals and end points to end points in a 

continuous manner. Thus we see that X is a covering space 

for X. In X let the generating elements, ajl for lsjs2g be 

oriented counterclockwise with respect to Po. In X the 

segments corresponding to XiS generating elements are also 

oriented counterclockwise. The elements oriented clockwise 

correspond to the respective generating element's inverses. 

counterclockwise to x there are N' segments each going to its 

next vertex, where N'~4g. This is the number of branched 

chains in X. Each chain has a number of vertices and a 

number of branches which varies depending on the chain. 

By degree of an element of r we shall mean the number of 

generating elements needed to represent that element so that 



elements in the representation do not cancel each other out, 

that is the representation is reduced. 
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The minimum degree chain of X or the closed chain with 

the fewest vertices is determined by considering the action 

of r on F. We will refer to the left-action of r on F as a 

translation. We want to translate F so that BL.(O) is covered. 

The fundamental domain F has 4g edges, hence 4g/2=2g, for a 

given edge this relation allows an opposite edge to be 

defined. Namely, from the given edge's midpoint by counting 

2g edges sequentially in the clockwise direction we come to 

the midpoint of an edge which will be defined as the opposite 

edge to the given edge. Edges are a distance 2~ from their 

opposite edge. This is easily seen when F is centered at the 

origin. an edge corresponds to a generator of r or to its 

inverse. The action of any generator a, of r on a fundamental 

domain results in a new fundamental domain which shares a 

side with the original fundamental domain. By transforming F 

with respect to an edge and then alternately with respect to 

the opposite edge of the common edge of the previous 

transformation, the center of F moves 2~ times the number of 

such opposite edge transformations from the origin (see 

figure 58). after each such transformation 

Let an action, a, on F be represented by the generators 

a.,···,a28 of r in reduced form. For certain generators or their 

inverses a., ... ,ak of r we shall say that a transformation, 
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a =llt "'ak on F reaches the boundary of BL.(O) if llt "'ak_IF is 

contained in BL.(O), that is llt .. ·ajF n aBL.(O) ~ 0 for lsjsk-l, and 

llt "'akF n aBL .(O);1I! 0. Therefore the minimum degree translation 

of F which is needed for F to reach aBL.(O) is [L' 12rs ]+2, 

where [] is the greatest integer less than or equal to L'/2rs • 

Add 2 to [L'/2~] and this will be the minimum length chain of 

X • The other chains may be found by a finite process of 

translating F until it reaches BL.(O) and then translating F 

one more time by a generator making sure that after this last 

translation the interior of the image of F is disjoint from 

BL.(O). In our covering space, X', this last action corresponds 

to an action back to x. We continue to do this process of 

transforming F out of BL.(O) until BL.(O) is covered with no 

gaps. Therefore, F.. contains BL.(O), since each closed curve in 

X in which the last translation is removed the action of the 

remaining chain on F results in a connected subset of U which 

contains F and contains BL.(O). Since we allow branches we see 

no transformation needs to be fully repeated. Instead of 

repeating we introduce branches into the closed curves which 

comprise X • 

That is a branch point is where two sets of translations 

of F that move F out of BL.(O) are the same up to some degree 

then after that degree the translations change, each branch 

continuing to form a closed cycle in X (see figure 54). 

If the group element g of A - P.1t I (X,.i') that corresponds 

to a closed cycle on X from x to x acts on F then the 
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interior of gF would be outside BL,(O) that is gF n BL,(O) ... 0. 

The group elements T; of r that correspond to the 1'; in the 

theorem, are the words created by the closed cycles of chains 

in which the generating element of r corresponding to the 

last segment of the chain is removed and all successive words 

obtained by continuing to delete the last letter of the 

previous word of the original chain. These T; each identify 

all the separate cosets of A - P.:It1(X,i') in r. [M]p206 

To show r .. AT. U" . U AT N let g Er if gFC FJ then g= 1'; for 

some lsisN and we are done • If gF<;t: ~ then gF C gJ\FJ for some 

g\ EA, since FJ is a fundamental domain, so g~lgF EF/ and 

g = gJ\T, for some lsjsN, and again we are done. 

To determine the number, N, of different classes of 

fundamental domains that the partition of H2 by tesselations 

of F is separated into we simply count the number of 

translations of F that are needed to cover F/. This number is 

N=(Area( ~ ) /Area(F», and is finite since FJ is compact. 

Lastly we need to know how the identify the classes in 

each tesselation of ~. When the classes can be identified 

then we can check that covering prisms of two different 

elements of the same class do not intersect. Let F; be in the 
o 0 

tesselation of F for which F;nFI ~0, where F; is the 

interior of F;. This ~ determines a class. 

Let ~ C Fl be picked. ~ is an element of a particular 

class. We want to determine the other elements in the 
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tesselation of F that are in the same class as F;. Let gjEr 

such that gj F= Fj , that is gj corresponds to some Tj • Now 

transform Fr to gj F'r, since r acts on U the center of F; 

coincides with the center of &Fr • This is because the 

elements of rare isometries so a center point gets 

transformed to a point which is again equal distance from 

each vertex, hence, is again a center point. All the elements 

of A are determined by paths in X which begin at a specific 

vertex of X, x being a fine candidate. Letting another 

vertex in p-l(pO) be the initial point of curves in X and 

projecting these new curves down to X results in a conjugate 

subgroup A' in r, A' =g/ A g/ -I. This conjugate subgroup, A', 

tesselates gj Fr. Define the class which contains F;, in the 

tesselation of F by r, as those translations of F by r whose 

centers coincide with the centers of the tesselations of &Fr 

by A'. Each tessellation by A' of the center of g/ Fr 

intersects some tessellation of Fr by A, since tesselations 

cover u. Furthermore, for go,goo EA and gi'g, Er corresponding 

to T;,T, such that ittj we have gog/Fr;oi! g~,Fr since the cosets 

of A partition r. Therefore the classes as they are defined 

are in fact distinct. 

Let gj EA' and gk EA we have either gjFj ngkFI - gJF; or 

giF; n gkFr - 0 since F; C Fl. Let g: EA/, g:F; n glF; - gjF; or 

g;F; n gJF; - 0. If g;Fj n glF; - 0 then the center of g:F, is a 

distance at least 2L' from the center of gjF; (see figure 55 
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and 56). This is because A' tesselates gj FJ and g; EA' so each 

center of this tesselation is at least a distance 2L' from 

any other center in this tesselation. 

This information is enough to be sure that covering 

prisms of translations of F that are in the same class do not 

intersect. We can do this same process for each Fj in FJ for 

1sisN. 

Lemma 6: F may be covered by a maximal finite number of 

prisms, M=[ 2rr/ a ]+1 where a=2arctan«tanh( rd » / (sinh(L»), 

such that these prisms are selected in a definite process. 

Proof of lemma 6: (see figure 57) 

The two triangles with vertices t,p, and ~' such that 

p~j for i=1,2 is a segment on the line S(c,p) is a right 

triangle. This is because S(C,P) and yare by construction 

perpendicular at p. From the figure and the hyperbolic 

trigonometric relation tanh(pH(p,~'»=sinh(pH(t,p»tan(a/2) 

[B], where PH (t,p)=L and PH (p, v;' )=rd so we get 

a=2arctan( (tanh( rd » / (sinh(L») 

Since each prism intersects an angle of a about iJBL(t) it 

is clear that [2rr/a]+1 is the maximal fixed number of prisms 

needed to cover F. That is one may pick an arbitrary 

Po EiJBL(t). If one rotates an angle a about the center of iJBL(t) 

from the direction determined by tpo. The new point obtained 
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from this rotation, A, is such that the measure of angle 

< PI t Po is a. Hence, all points in the sector of BL (t) 

determined by <PltpO are either in the prism determined by t 

and A, or in the prism determined by t and AI since each 

prism subtends an angle a symmetrically about the prism's 

axis. Let PI EiJBL(t), for OSis[2rr/ a] be positioned so that the 

angle subtended by adjacent points in the set {p;}::~/a] is a. 

By construction any point of BL(t) is within the angle a of 

some Pi. Let each Pi determine a prism. Now Fe BL(t) so we are 

assured F is covered by these ([2rr/a]+1) prisms. 

§14 Extention to H" 

To extend these results to H" we first must have a 

discrete subgroup structure of the isometries of H" which has 

an orbit structure which results in a fundamental domain 

structure analogous to the fundamental domains of H2. This 

will allow for a partition of H" and a further partition of 

this partition into classes. H" does have this isometry 

subgroup structure. 
dx · .. dx 

Next we have a Riemannian measure, I "-1 I on the 
xn 

upper half space model of H". By applying integration by 

parts and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality again 
'1 1 H" demonstrates that 11.1 i!: '4 on • 
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We must also define an n-dimensional cone analogous to 

the 2-dimensional cone done in section §9. A geodesic now 

determines a radius of an Euclidean ball centered on the 

boundary of the upper half space. A set of such balls will 

contribute to the boundary of a cone which contains an 

inscribed ball. 

A prism must also be defined on Hn. An initial geodesic 

between t and p can be used to define a plane in which the H2 

construction may be used to determine a diagonal of a "cube" 

inscribed in the cone's disc. With this first diagonal along 

with the covering process for the ball containing a 

fundamental domain determined in lemma 6 of the Euclidean 

case the bases of a covering prism may be oriented with 

respect to the covering process needed to cover the ball 

containing the fundamental domain. 

With an exterior cone and a covering prism and a 

discrete subgroup and fundamental domain structure analogous 

to the same structures in H2 we may use the same procedure 

that we used in H2 to show that }., >.! in Hn. 
1 4 
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APPENDIX A: THE FIGURES 
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Figure 1 
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